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Welcome
The chief executive keeping hurricane-hit airline LIAT airborne, seeking a definitive
European Union definition for green investments, and the economics of the hajj
Caribbean airline LIAT was hard

and benchmarking. Whatever the EU

hit by last year’s record-shattering

ends up with, it’ll involve a hierarchy

hurricanes, which wreaked havoc

ranging from muddy brown to bright

across a number of the island

green but, more importantly, a system

communities it serves. On page 12,

that separates out the environmentally

LIAT’s CEO, Julie Reifer-Jones FCCA,

friendly from the pretenders.
On page 54, we reveal the problems

talks about the challenges she faces as
she draws on her nearly three decades

India has encountered in the months

of experience to pilot the business

following the introduction of a goods

through recovery and keep it in the air.

and services tax. Intended to modernise

Elsewhere, a feature on page 30

and harmonise the country’s system of

looks at the tussles going on in

indirect taxation, the new system got off

the European Commission around

to a sorry start, attracting criticism on

defining what constitutes a green

many fronts.

investment. We report that many

Finally, as some head off on

asset managers have categorised

their holidays, 2.4 million Muslims

their investments as green by using

worldwide are setting off on the hajj.

pretty superficial criteria. Some have

Our story on page 41 unpicks the

adopted a standard to define their

economics of the pilgrimage and the

criteria, but the standards differ, and

Saudi Arabian government’s logistical

there is no rule to stop an organisation

challenge. We look at the huge

inventing one of its own. And it’s

investment it has made in infrastructure

not just the investment criteria that

along with the impact on tourism as

vary: companies measure their

the country welcomes and supports its

pollution and environmental impacts

visitors to Mecca.

AB

differently, too. A number of solutions
have been put forward, including an

Annabella Gabb, international editor

official classification, or taxonomy,

annabella.gabb@accaglobal.com
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Greenpeace activists
stormed oil and energy
company Total’s Paris
AGM in protest over
its drilling plans in the
Amazon basin. The
French multinational’s net
profit rose 27% year on
year to US$10.6bn in its
2017 financial year.

After the prime minister
resigned following a week
of protests in Jordan
against IMF-backed
austerity measures,
including a 5% hike in
income tax and a 20–40%
rise in corporation tax,
the controversial tax bill
has been withdrawn.

Millennium Park in
Nigerian capital Abuja
and nearby Mount Aso
are two of the premier
sites that helped the
tourism sector contribute
34% of the country’s 2017
gross domestic product
and account for 20% of all
jobs created in the year.

The New York Stock
Exchange has appointed
Stacey Cunningham its
67th president, making
her the first female head
in the market’s 226-year
history. She was made
COO in 2015, and had
completed an internship
as a trader in 1994.
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News roundup
This edition’s stories and infographics from across the globe, as well as a look
at the latest developments and issues affecting the finance profession
KPMG SA culls 400

putting quality and integrity

of assurance as tenure

238 new billionaires, the US

Up to 400 staff at KPMG

at the heart of the business

lengthens,’ said professors

147, Russia 63 and Australia

South Africa will leave

and, from now on, the firm

Al Ghosh and Subprasiri

35. This contrasts with the

the business, as the firm

will be focused on doing

Siriviriyakul of Baruch

current rankings, which show

grapples with the damage

fewer things better.’

College of the City of New

the US with 737, China 249,

York University in the journal

India 119 and the UK 103.

to its reputation and loss of
clients. KPMG International

Tenure premium

will take a leadership role

The longer an auditor is in

in reshaping the South

place, the higher the fees

US most competitive

African operation. Nhlamu

charged, an academic study

The US has regained its top

corporations have failed to

Dlomu, chief executive of

has found. ‘Big Four audit

spot as most competitive

engage meaningfully with

KPMG South Africa, said:

firms earn quasi-rents [which]

nation. The IMD World

the Corporate Human Rights

‘These hard decisions were

increase with tenure because

Competitiveness Ranking

Benchmark, which asks 100

necessary to put the firm on

Big Four firms charge a

2018 places Hong Kong in

of the world’s largest publicly

a more sustainable footing,

sizeable tenure-linked fee

second place, followed by

traded companies questions

while ensuring we continue

premium… and because

Singapore, the Netherlands

about a range of issues

to offer our clients the best

less audit effort is needed

and Switzerland (all in the

including supply chain abuse.

service and support. We are

to provide the desired level

top five in 2017). The ranking

Kraft Heinz, Gazprom, Macy’s

covers 63 countries.

and Prada were among the

Accounting Horizons.

Rights tool ignored
Some of the world’s largest

28 criticised by the project

Asia top for growth

for failing to respond or

Asia will lead global

answer fully. The project is

economic growth this year,

backed by the British, Dutch

according to GlobalData

and Swiss governments

research, with the top

and asset managers Aviva

three being India, China

Investors and Nordea.

and Indonesia. Other
high-growth economies

PCAOB staff exit

will include Malaysia, the

Many of the most senior

Philippines, Turkey and

staff at the US Public

Ireland. The top 25 global

Company Accounting

Ghana has obtained a US$191m loan from the International

economies are all set for

Oversight Board left office

Monetary Fund to restore debt sustainability and protect social

expansion in 2018, with an

in May within a few days of

spending. Tao Zhang, the IMF’s deputy managing director, said:

average growth rate of 2.8%.

each other. They include

IMF agrees US$191m loan for Ghana

director of enforcement

‘Growth has rebounded, the fiscal deficit has declined, leading

8

to a primary surplus for the first time in 15 years, the external

Billionaire shake-up

and investigations Claudius

position has strengthened, generating a build-up of external

China is set to produce

Modesti, chief auditor Martin

buffers, and key steps have been taken to address fragilities

more new billionaires than

Baumann, general counsel

in the financial sector... Gains from fiscal consolidation and

any other nation over the

Gordon Seymour, director of

macroeconomic stability need to be underpinned by continued

next decade (another

registration and inspections

efforts to implement wide-ranging and ambitious reforms.’

448), predicts AfrAsia Bank

Helen Munter, and IT director

analysis. India will produce

Nirav Kapadia.
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Tax first for Airbnb
Airbnb has agreed to

European and Canadian cities play well with millennials

automatically report Danish

A recent survey has found Berlin to be the top city for millennials, taking four concerns into

homeowners’ rental income

consideration: business ecosystem (including availability of work), affordability (the ‘essentials’),

to the national tax authority.

openness, and having fun. Of the 110 cities in property search engine Nestpick’s Millennial City

Mareike Möhlmann, assistant

Ranking, six European and three Canadian cities made the top 10, along with New York City in

professor of information

the US (which was top for startup opportunities – a ‘business ecosystem’ subcategory).

systems and management
at Warwick Business
School, said: ‘Implementing
the automatic report of
homeowners’ income to tax
authorities will be beneficial
for Airbnb and its users.
Airbnb will gain legitimacy
and users won’t have to
worry about breaking the law
when using the platform…
many Airbnb users are often
confused and overwhelmed

City
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Berlin
Montréal
London
Amsterdam
Toronto
Vancouver
Barcelona
New York City
Cologne
Manchester

Business
ecosystem
6.1
6.4
8.1
8.0
6.6
7.1
5.5
8.8
3.2
5.0

Essentials

Openness

Recreation

5.9
5.8
3.5
3.0
5.3
4.4
5.2
2.9
6.0
5.1

8.3
8.6
8.7
8.5
9.0
9.0
6.8
6.7
7.8
8.5

8.8
7.9
7.2
7.9
5.5
4.9
8.5
7.5
8.0
6.1

with the complexity of
tax regulations.’

Remittance disruptor
The cost of remittances sent
home by foreign migrant
workers should fall through
the application of blockchain
technology, predicts the
International Monetary

the highest number since EY

classifies countries as in

counter-terrorism financing

Fund. At present, billions

began its annual survey in

debt crisis if they have a

laws. ‘While not deliberate,

of dollars are taken each

2010. Asian countries, led by

large financial imbalance

we fully appreciate the

year often by intermediaries

China, contributed most. FDI

with the rest of the world

seriousness of the mistakes

charging exorbitant fees.

focused on manufacturing

and high government

we made,’ CBA chief

Charles Collyns, director of

and the construction of new

payments on external debt

executive Matt Comyn said.

the Independent Evaluation

factories, particularly in and

as a proportion of state

Office of the IMF, said: ‘Many

near Moscow.

revenue. Impoverished

Social media tax

countries which have been

Uganda’s parliament has

potential options are being
developed that can vastly

Debt crisis deepens

hit particularly hard by the

approved a law to impose a

reduce the transaction costs

The global debt crisis

fall in global commodity

tax on ‘social media gossip’.

to be hugely beneficial.’

is worsening, with more

prices include Ghana, Laos,

Mobile phone users will be

countries in serious difficulty,

Mongolia and Mozambique.

taxed 200 shillings (US$0.05)

FDI heads to Russia

says the Jubilee Debt

Despite international

Campaign. The non-profit

CBA to pay fine

networks for informal

sanctions, foreign

claims that 31 countries are

The Commonwealth Bank

communication, including

investment in Russia has

now in debt crisis, up from

of Australia has said it will

WhatsApp, Facebook,

risen significantly, says EY.

22 in 2015, with a further

pay an A$700m (US$530m)

Twitter and Viber. The law

Foreign capital went into 238

82 at risk of entering crisis.

penalty for breaching

was promoted by President

Russian projects last year,

The Jubilee Debt Campaign

anti-money laundering and

Yoweri Museveni, who

a day for using social media
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has criticised social media

reach, and putting mobile

with corruption. At a news

UAE eases rules

for promoting ‘gossip’.

phones in the hands of young

conference he said that

The UAE has eased the

A 1% levy will also be

entrepreneurs gives them

those charged included

regulations on company

imposed on mobile money

a tool to create tailor-made

the chief internal auditor

ownership by foreigners and

transactions, which could

solutions for local problems.’

at the national treasury, as

longer-term work visas. Jyoti

well as senior accountants

Lalchandani, vice-president

disproportionately harm
poorer Ugandans without

RBZ bans cryptos

and civil servants in the

and regional managing

bank accounts.

The Zimbabwe central

National Youth Service.

director for the Middle East,

bank has banned trading

Officials allegedly paid

Africa and Turkey at IDC,

Help for Africa e-biz

in and processing of

invoices when there was no

expects the liberalisation

African nations are to receive

cryptocurrencies. The

procurement process and

will attract foreign direct

support from the European

Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe

no goods or services were

investment and support

Union in creating digital

gave banks just 60 days to

delivered. Bank accounts

for indigenous businesses.

networks and developing

end relationships with traders

that received payments

‘One necessary facet of this

e-commerce, the EU’s

of digital currencies. RBZ

have been frozen. In a

legislation is that it’ll appeal

digital economy and society

governor John Mangudya

separate case, Richard

to the proper degree of

commissioner Mariya Gabriel

explained: ‘The nature of

Bell, who founded internet

abilities, particularly in areas

has promised. ‘Our expertise

cryptocurrency transaction

and TV company Zuku,

like scientific analysis and

and our experience can

makes them the currency of

has been accused by the

startup communities, and

be put to the benefit of

choice for money launderers

Kenya Revenue Authority

drive quite a lot of overseas

development cooperation

and other criminals.’

of evading 3.4bn shillings

funding into these areas,’

(US$34m) in tax liabilities.

he predicted.

between the EU and
Africa,’ she said. ‘Getting

Kenyans charged

Bell is contesting the

government services online

Kenya’s chief prosecutor

accusation in court.

improves their quality and

has charged 54 people

Qatar and Turkey can

Freelance flood

collaborate for mutual

There has been a surge

benefit, with Qatari

in demand for contract

investors taking up business

professionals in Egypt,

opportunities in Turkey,

according to statistics

says KPMG. The firm held

from 6Cats International,

a seminar on Qatar-Turkey

which provides contractor

trade and investment

management solutions.

opportunities in Doha.

There was a 73% rise in

KPMG deal advisory partner

freelance professionals

Tayfun Pisirir said: ‘Turkey

working in Egypt in the first

is currently seeing the

five months of this year, as

most FDI coming from the

the economy accelerated.

European region; however,

India’s increased use of public-private partnerships (PPPs) for

Michelle Reilly, CEO of

the relationship between

highway construction is supporting private sector investment

6Cats, said: ‘This positivity

Qatar and Turkey has

in other sectors, says Moody’s, and helping improve the credit

is being reflected across

recently become closer than

profiles of infrastructure developers. ‘Private investment in

multiple areas, ranging

ever. Turkey is an attractive

highway projects had been declining in recent years, amid

from pharma and technical

market due to its strong

issues such as slow project approvals and cost overruns, but

engineering to solar

economy, large domestic

the Indian government’s introduction of the hybrid annuity

energy and offshore oil

market, qualified labour

model in 2016 – as a variation of PPPs – has triggered new

and gas.’ But she warned

force and Turkey’s critical

investment inflows,’ said Abhishek Tyagi, vice president and

‘employment and tax

geopolitical position.’

senior analyst at the ratings agency.

compliance in this location

PPPs drive investment in India

can be complex’.

10

Qatar-Turkey deal

AB

Paul Gosling, journalist
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Turbulent journey
As CEO of Caribbean airline LIAT, Julie Reifer-Jones FCCA has endured a bumpy ride
dealing with the fallout from last year’s calamitous hurricanes in the region

R

unning a regional air travel business
in the wake of 2017’s devastating

i

and Dominica. As Barbados-born Reifer-

CV

Jones puts it: ‘LIAT is a private company
with a strong public interest.’

Atlantic hurricane season was

never going to be a walk in the park.

2017–present

Caribbean airline boss Julie Reifer-Jones

CEO, LIAT

Exacerbated by multiple currencies and
more than 50 different taxes associated
with operating in 14 different states (some

FCCA is having to draw on her near three
decades of experience in senior financial

2008–17

independent countries, some dependent

management to keep the business flying

CFO, LIAT

territories), the business’s complexities pose
hefty challenges for financial management.

after a series of catastrophic hurricanes
– among them Maria and Irma, two of

1999–2007

the most powerful Atlantic hurricanes in

FD, Almond Resorts, Barbados

Seated at her varnished mahogany desk,
Reifer-Jones has a ready smile that belies

recorded history – rampaged their way
through the Caribbean one after the other.
Reifer-Jones is not just the first female

1997–99

the task ahead.

Special projects manager

‘Hectic,’ she declares, when asked about

CEO of Antigua-based airline LIAT, she is

– finance, CIBC (now

her daily duties in the role she has occupied

the only female CEO of any airline in the

FirstCaribbean International

officially since August 2017, and unofficially

Caribbean. But she does not dwell on that.

Bank)

since April 2016 following the resignation of
her predecessor.

Speaking at LIAT’s headquarters in the
Antigua & Barbuda capital St John’s, she

1992–97

says: ‘I focus on my professionalism, the

Group financial controller

recovery,’ she says. ‘With our network

business and what I can bring to the table.’

and company secretary,

extending from Puerto Rico to Guyana, last

Barbados Mills

year’s storms were disastrous for us. Four

More pressing needs in her in-tray

‘Our focus right now is on hurricane

of our territories suffered more or less total

include helping the already cash-strapped
company, founded in 1956, recover from the

1989–92

devastation. Recovery has been slow; in Sint

devastating losses dealt out by last year’s

Senior manager,

Maarten, we are still operating the airport

hurricanes, which wreaked destruction on

Peat Marwick, Barbados

out of a tent. A lot of hotel infrastructure
has been impacted too, which suppresses

a number of LIAT destinations, including
Sint Maarten, Puerto Rico, Dominica and

1975–89

Tortola (British Virgin Islands), although the

Roles included finance

company’s Antigua home base and aircraft

manager, investment

runs in the pre-hurricane season currently

fleet were spared.

analyst, audit senior and

stands at 405, while revenue for the last four

administrative assistant

months of 2017 dipped by 35%. ‘It’s been a

passenger traffic.’

Small but strategic
airline such as LIAT, which operates 10 aircraft between

The 495 flights a week that LIAT usually

very challenging time for the company, and
for me personally,’ Reifer-Jones admits.

Such problems pose big risks for a small

Back-to-back major hurricanes (Irma and Maria) forced the

15 destinations in 14 Caribbean territories. It is more than

company to activate its emergency plan repeatedly, assessing

just a commercial entity, with its island government owners

where passengers were likely to be at the height of each storm

committed to the operator, which provides a vital link

to minimise the impact of cancellations, and flying its entire

between communities connected by economics and culture

fleet out of harm’s way. ‘That’s unprecedented in LIAT’s history,’

but divided by the sea.

Reifer-Jones says.

The airline is majority-owned by the governments of
Barbados, Antigua & Barbuda, St Vincent & the Grenadines,

12

with a trio of model planes to her left,

Compounding the headaches was the complete fleet
change the airline had completed at the end of 2016, moving
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‘Last year’s storms
were disastrous
for us. In Sint
Maarten, we are
still operating
the airport out
of a tent’
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from 37-seat and 50-seat Dash 8 aircraft to ATR 600s that can

Tips

take 48 or 68 passengers. Reifer-Jones had hoped 2017 would
be the year LIAT would stabilise financially, but the storms have

*

‘See yourself as a partner in the business, rather than

set these plans back. The dynamic nature of the airline industry

limiting yourself purely to the financial field. Get involved

comes with additional challenges for an organisation serving

in the business and the issues affecting it – and use that

multiple small populations. ‘The economies of scale make for

knowledge to assist in the development of the company.’

very small margins,’ Reifer-Jones says. ‘Our operations are
complex and we are vulnerable to shocks.’

*

‘Gaining broad experience in business beyond number

*

‘Be mindful of the need for continuous development.

than 50%. Then, because every LIAT flight is an international

Many accountants make the mistake of thinking they

one, there are security and border control issues, which as a

don’t need so-called soft skills, but the ability to manage,

region we have not yet been able to harmonise.’

Intra-regional travel has dipped 30% over the last decade,

crunching makes for a better contribution and a more

she explains, due in part to onerous passenger taxes, which

rewarding career.’

can represent 35%–50% of the overall ticket price. ‘Our fares
have only increased 2%–3%, but taxes have soared by more

communicate and negotiate applies to every area of

In recent years the airline has ‘streamlined’ its workforce

business and is extremely valuable throughout life.’

from 900 to 650, and discussions are under way with regional
governments to reduce taxes and simplify passage between

*

‘There are challenges to being a woman in traditionally
male arenas. Meet the challenges but don’t focus on

the islands to boost regional as well as international tourism.
Before joining LIAT in 2008 as its CFO, Reifer-Jones had

them – focus instead on what you can bring to the table

worked in diverse jobs – everything from an auditing post for

and concentrate on the business.’

a small accounting firm in Jamaica and a finance position at a
development bank to accounting for a hotel chain and even a

i

role with a manufacturer of flour and animal feed.

Basics

Address every complaint
LIAT operates more than 400 flights a week across a

One aspect that links all this work is client satisfaction. At

regional network of 14 territories in the Eastern Caribbean,

LIAT, Reifer-Jones has made customer service improvement a

stretching from Puerto Rico in the north to Guyana in the

personal priority, and she tries to address every complaint that

south, and linking the chain of

reaches her desk.

islands in between. The business

Reliability is a key issue here. ‘We

began life as Leeward Islands

have made significant improvements

Air Transport Services in 1956

to our on-time performance, which

with a single Piper Apache
operating between Antigua and
Montserrat. Subsequent changes
saw the airline expand across
the Caribbean.
Headquartered at VC Bird
International Airport in Antigua,
LIAT also has a base at the
international airport in Barbados.
LIAT’s major shareholders are

‘Because I did ACCA
fairly late in life, it
was a consolidation
of everything I had
done previously –
a bit like going to
finishing school’

the governments of Barbados,
Antigua & Barbuda, St Vincent &
the Grenadines, and Dominica.
The company has 650 staff. Its 10-strong fleet comprises
48-seat and 68-seat ATR 600-series aircraft.

so far this year is over 80%,’ she says.
‘So I am now focusing on customer
service. We started training last
year throughout the network and
are putting more emphasis on it
this year.’
But what really plays to ReiferJones’s solid financial grounding
is the formidable task of achieving
commercial sustainability.
A University of the West Indies
graduate, she has a BSc in

management studies, and is a member of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of Barbados (ICAB) and an FCCA.
It was not until she was in her mid-thirties, working full-time
for Forest Industries Development Company in Jamaica,

14
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that she embarked on her ACCA training. ‘It was quite

applied. The variety of currencies that we have to manage,

challenging studying while working in a senior job with lots

plus over 50 different taxes we collect for governments, makes

of responsibility, but I completed it in just two years – I was

accounting complex. And often the associated administrative

quite proud of myself,’ the mother-of-one says with a smile.

costs fall on us too.’

‘Because I did it fairly late in life, it was a consolidation of

Constant monitoring is in place to avoid LIAT’s flights being

everything I had done previously – a bit like going to finishing

abused by drug smugglers and people traffickers in a region

school. My career has spanned so many industries; the ACCA

used as a transshipment point for both from South to North

training applies to all of them and gave me a solid foundation

America. ‘We have to submit passenger information to US and

that helped me develop further.’

regional security authorities,’ says Reifer-Jones. ‘They review
our passenger lists and alert us to any red flags.’

Cost tensions

A more positive trend, which she hopes will help LIAT

She is bringing all this experience to bear at LIAT, which has

eventually balance its books, is the forthcoming introduction

only ever made a profit once – in 2009. And while government

of new flights, including additional ones to Guyana, which

shareholders have borne the losses, there is constant political

has had major oil discoveries. ‘Everybody is expecting a

pressure to reduce them.

lot of economic activity there,’ she says. ‘We see this as an

However, as LIAT’s record indicates, this task is not easy. ‘An
operation like ours has a high percentage of fixed costs, such
as salaries, airplane leases, maintenance,’ she explains.

opportunity to participate in and benefit from that growth.’
This strategic outlook chimes well with Reifer-Jones’s view
of the airline: ‘We serve an important need in the region,

And even though the company usually makes losses, it

providing connectivity. That’s why it’s vital to address these

still has to file tax returns – to the Antigua & Barbuda inland

financial challenges – no one has ever really come up with a

revenue department.

model for sustainability before. I see myself as regional person

On top of that, there are 10 different regulatory agencies
LIAT interacts with – ‘demanding’ is how she wryly

and have always wanted to contribute – it’s that part that is
most rewarding.’

AB

acknowledges the challenge. ‘As a private company with a
strong public interest, international standards are very rigidly

Gemma Handy, journalist in St John’s, Antigua & Barbuda
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The view from

£3.24

Shahzad Jawaid ACCA, middle officer, Nestrade,
Switzerland, and keen NASA enthusiast

trillion

I started my career at

The challenges in

PwC Lahore, where I

my current role are

The global cost of fraud

worked in the audit and

manifold. Since I work

annually, equal to the

consultancy departments.

in the head office, the

combined GDP of the

In parallel, I was a research

level of accountability

UK and Italy.   

mentor in SKANS School

and responsibility is

Source: Crowe Clark Whitehill

of Accountancy, an ACCA

considerable. Managing

approved learning partner
in Pakistan.
I soon realised the importance of

stakeholders across all the
zones and aligning their expectations

Class actions banned

can be challenging at times, as are the

US workers will be unable to take class

deadlines for delivery of work.

action lawsuits against employers, the
Supreme Court has decided. It ruled that

international exposure, so moved to
the UAE to work in Nestlé’s Treasury

ACCA has supported me throughout

businesses may specify in employment

Centre in Dubai. After five years there,

my career. The qualification has helped

contracts a mandatory arbitration clause

I took an internal opportunity to work in

me meet the educational requirements

that prevents employee class actions.

Switzerland. Now I am here at Nestrade

of many interesting roles. The ACCA

The ruling is likely to strengthen legal

in the heart of Europe.

syllabus also helped me in shortening

arguments that employment contracts

my learning curve in understanding work

that impose mandatory arbitration on

My role is mainly related to compliance

roles. Importantly, it is well recognised in

complaints of any kind do not violate

and reporting in commodities. My

the international job market.

constitutional rights. The case has taken

regular activities are triggering margin

on added importance due to the number

calls and reporting counter-party

My CPD consists mostly of work-

of women seeking to sue employers in

risk, and calculating and analysing

related projects and training. Recently

relation to sexual harassment claims as a

commodities purchase coverage. I also

I visited London to attend commodities

result of the #MeToo campaign.

perform analysis of financial instruments

training from the Intercontinental

used in hedging commodities. I

Exchange (ICE), and I hope to travel

Greater transparency

contribute to and manage various

again for further learning programmes

The senate economics committee has

projects across the zones.

offered by commodities exchanges and

recommended reforms to Australia’s tax

universities across the world.

system, lowering the turnover threshold
at which companies would have to

What I enjoy
most in my role is
strategic analysis,
being part of
decision-making
and exploring new
business cases

The things I enjoy most in my role are

publicly report total income, taxable

the strategic analysis, being part of

income and tax payable annually from

decision-making and exploring new

above A$200m to above A$100m. The

projects and business cases. My goal is

change will bring some 3,000 additional

to become part of my employer’s top-

entities within the reporting framework.

level management team.

The mandatory reporting criteria include
the entity's structure, operations and

When not at work I enjoy exploring

supply chains; potential modern slavery

investment opportunities. I also write

risks; actions taken to address these risks;

a blog, follow the work of NASA and

and how they assess the effectiveness of

the International Space Station, and am
learning to play musical instruments.

their actions.

AB
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Learning curve
Learning is an ongoing process, and younger employees
expect training pathways from employers as part of their
career development. Time to update your L&D approach
Of the 18,646 accountancy

businesses future-proofing themselves

professionals under the age of 36

by retaining talent and resetting skills

surveyed for ACCA’s Professional

against a backdrop of rising automation

accountants – the future: Generation

and robotics.

Next report, 93% value opportunities

has been thrust to the front line of

considerations such as financial

the attraction and retention war, and

remuneration or work-life balance

corporates and practitioners alike are

when choosing an employer.

running with the ball. Deloitte, which

Deloitte’s Power Up report also
highlights lifelong learning as key to

18

Learning and development (L&D)

to develop new skills ahead of

follows a ‘four Es’ concept for lifelong
learning – education, experience,
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exposure and environment – is re-

Meanwhile, PwC is re-evaluating

1. The skills in an L&D team

evaluating its curriculum and refocusing

traditional teaching methods and

fundamentally have to change.

it around ‘career moments that matter’,

content creation. ‘Our focus is around

There need to be learning-

rather than standardised programmes,

growth anytime, anywhere,’ says PwC

community managers; if a platform

according to Faye Shortland, talent

Malaysia general manager in human

is to work, somebody has to feed in

director at Deloitte UK. ‘This is a key

capital Ling Hsern-Wei. ‘This means

the content, drive the conversation

shift, extending learning beyond

that L&D no longer only focuses on the

and curate. There needs to be a

technical and client skills to leadership

classroom, but wherever our people

data scientist to understand where

and personal impact skills, which will

learn every day.

people are going and what they’re

become more essential as people

doing, to find trends.

‘Last year we piloted “growth

move through their careers, particularly

teaming” – rather than people taking

2. The platform needs to be intuitive

against the backdrop of automation,’

time out to come to the classroom, we

to navigate. Content has to be

she adds.

train facilitators who go out to teams.

Deloitte is also modernising its

We facilitate a process where team

available, social and shareable.
3. You have to understand your

learning delivery through micro-learning

members identify development areas

audience. You need to know what

and mobile apps with agile content

and how these can be developed in the

content is good, required and

accessible anywhere in a way people,

course of their current project. We’ve

relevant. Target what’s going to

particularly the younger generation, are

received great feedback from this,

happen, think about future skills

used to receiving learning and content.

as the learning is in the moment and

‘To enable this we’re working with

contextualised to their project work.’

and start planning for those now.
At PwC, Hsern-Wei has embraced the
role of content curator. He’s using a

our senior business leadership around
a strategic learning-needs analysis, as

Content is (still) king

tool called Vantage, which he likens

it’s one thing to think about how people

However, a great deal of current L&D

to Spotify for learning: ‘It gives access

receive their learning, but we also need

innovation revolves around how content

to content, with the ability to create

to make sure it remains relevant for our

is delivered, received and shared.

and share playlists, as well as allow

strategic objective,’ says Shortland.

Some argue that content is often used

offline learning,’ he says. ‘We’ve built

This is the crux of modern L&D:

ineffectively. Lori Niles-Hofmann, chief

a powerful data analytics back end

striking a balance between what the

learning officer at learning solutions

into our system that lets us know what

company needs, now and in the future,

company Fuse Universal, says there

content gets the most clicks, what

while implementing relevant technology

is a big trend of companies buying

people are searching for, and which

to aid learning and satisfy learners.

platforms and content libraries as a silver

playlists are shared the most.’

While advances in technology often

bullet for a successful L&D strategy.

Looking ahead, Niles-Hofmann

steal the limelight, strong principles

She instead proposes an approach to

expects that content will become

should underpin a good L&D strategy.

developing a modern, fit-for-purpose

increasingly user-generated and shared

As Ben Chambers, head of business

L&D strategy with content at its core.

immediately, as on Twitter. ‘If content

school at Grant Thornton UK, explains:

is incorrect, there’s nothing that self-

‘We have a number of learning

corrects like a crowd. The debate that

principles that shape what we do. For

will ensue is in itself learning.’
But the biggest change will be in

example, we believe that learning takes
place in many ways and learning needs
to be delivered as close to the point of
need as possible. These principles drive
what we do and if there is technology
available that aligns with them, we will
adopt it. This means we use cohortbased learning driven by a learning
management system that pushes out
a range of content such as on-the-job
activities, webinars and workshops.’

‘You have to
understand your
audience. You
need to know what
content is
good, required
and relevant’

next-generation learning platforms. As
Niles-Hoffman says: ‘They will be more
collaborative, enabling people to work
together and build connections, and
prevent ‘corporate amnesia’, when all
the things that people do disappear
once they leave a company. Legacy
systems are vital.’

AB

Neil Johnson, journalist
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Long and winding road
While all Muslims are expected to complete the hajj pilgrimage to Mecca once in their
lifetime, the journey is way beyond the means of most Africans, says Alnoor Amlani
As Muslims around the world make

travel chosen, but in South Africa, for

the final arrangements for their hajj

example, the average cost is around

pilgrimage to the city of Mecca

US$5,700.
The visa cost alone is US$800 – in

– a journey that many may have
waited a lifetime for – a significant

itself a prohibitive amount for the

proportion will be setting out from the

vast majority of African Muslims.

African continent.

And the penalties for illegal entry to

In the ancient past, land and sea

the kingdom are severe, including

pilgrimage routes from East, West and

deportation and a fine of 50,000 Saudi

North Africa provided channels for

riyals (more than US$13,000). Some who

cultural and spiritual exchange between

cannot afford the official cost are still

African and Middle Eastern Muslims,

willing to take the chance however; last

and facilitated religious exchanges,

year the Saudi government turned back

spurring the growth of the religion

95,400 illegal pilgrims.

further on the continent. Islam is

While many African Muslims opt

widespread today across most of

to save their pennies for decades,

North and West Africa, and many parts

waiting for the opportunity to go on

of East and South Africa.

the pilgrimage, a few are lucky enough

The Saudi Press Agency reported

to get sponsorship from wealthy

that of the 1,584,269 million pilgrims

individuals or companies governed by

who travelled to Mecca for hajj in 2017,

Islamic faith. Uganda’s president Yoweri

Africa contributed more than 15% (see

Museveni sponsored over a hundred

also page 41). Meanwhile, according to

pilgrims in 2016, for example, and MTN

US-based Pew Research Center, 17% of

(a major mobile phone operator across

Muslims polled in North Africa and the

the continent) has reportedly sponsored

Middle East, and 13% from sub-Saharan

pilgrims regularly as well.

Africa, said they had attended the hajj,

But many Muslim scholars argue

compared to just 3% from southern-

that the pilgrimage should only be

eastern Europe.

undertaken by the faithful who can

But with the average income of

afford it from their own resources. In

the vast majority of people in Africa

2012 India’s federal government voted

amounting to less than US$2 a day,
how can they even hope to achieve
this seemingly unreachable goal, which
every Muslim is expected to complete
in the course of their life?
The cost of the once-in-a-lifetime
pilgrimage ‘package’ – which includes
flights, hotels, food, vaccinations
and visas – is prohibitive for many.
It varies hugely depending on the

to phase out the country’s hajj subsidy

The visa cost alone
to enter Saudi
is US$800 – in
itself a prohibitive
amount for the vast
majority of African
Muslims

class of accommodation and the air

20

over 10 years, after nearly 80 years
of operation.
Undertaking the hajj may be one
of the five pillars of Islam, but the
argument that it should only be
undertaken by those who can afford it
seems to me a pragmatic approach.

AB

Alnoor Amlani FCCA is a director with
the CFOO Centre in Nairobi, Kenya
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Sharing the inspiration
All around the world, the next generation of finance professionals are
continuing to demonstrate ACCA’s core values, says Leo Lee
I have been an ACCA member for
over 40 years. I graduated from Hong
Kong Polytechnic with an ACCA
Qualification in 1976 and have had a
long and fulfilling career. I have been a
senior civil servant with the Hong Kong
government; held senior positions
with the Securities and Futures
Commission of Hong Kong; and been a
director at asset management company
Benington Capital.
ACCA opened the door to all of
these opportunities. It equipped
me not just with technical skills but
with a professional mindset, an
ethical compass, an understanding
of international regulation, and the
communication skills to convey all of
this to my business partners. ACCA
gave me so much – and it is a privilege
to share my story and give back to the
ACCA community around the world.
In recent months, I have spent
time at many universities and with
other learning partners around the
world, and I have really enjoyed the
conversations I have had with students

Annual report

and new members. During a visit to

ACCA has published its integrated report for the year ended 31 March 2018.

Wuhan, China, I met a student who

You can find it at annualreport.accaglobal.com

majored in English at the university and
completed all the ACCA exams through
self-study. He contacted me afterwards

like to use his spare time to teach

to express his gratitude to ACCA

others who are studying for the ACCA

members and students every day, and

for providing such opportunities, to

Qualification and to assist with the

I hope that as president I can share

students and members at all levels, to

development of the profession in China.

this inspiration with as many of you

meet and share knowledge with ACCA
members and representatives.

I continue to be inspired by our

This is an excellent example of

as possible.

AB

our next generation holding the
same core ACCA values. We are

Leo Lee FCCA is retired, but

changed the direction of his life and

all working together to support

formerly held various roles at the

instilled in him the desire to work hard

the ACCA family and the finance

Securities and Futures Commission of

and strive for success. He is taking a

profession, no matter what we do or

Hong Kong and is past president of

good job with a large firm but would

where we are from.

ACCA Hong Kong

For this particular student, ACCA had
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In the front line
The risks of failing to comply with GDPR are enormous, and finance professionals have
a central role to play in ensuring that doesn’t happen, says Ramona Dzinkowski
The European Union’s General Data

to be agreed before customers can

Protection Regulation (GDPR) came into

continue to use smart doors, lights and

force this May, affecting all companies

various home appliances. Europe-based

doing business in the EU or processing

customers of Google-owned Nest, which

personal data associated with EU

sells internet-connected thermostats and

residents, regardless of where they are

security cameras, could not adjust their

physically located.

thermostats until they had agreed to its

This has had many a North American

updated privacy policy.

company scrambling to comply. GDPR

For businesses, the problem is not

has meant chaos on several fronts, but

just service disruption, but also the price

while many see it as a tech problem,

tag. According to EY, the world’s 500

in my view the finance function has a

largest companies will be paying a total

vested interest in ensuring compliance.

of US$7.8bn to revamp their systems, as

There is much at stake. For a start, the

well as hiring on average five full-time

penalties for non-compliance can be as

privacy employees.

high as 4% of global revenue or €20m,

For finance folks, this means a

whichever is greater.

whole new headache and a lot

As to the immediate impact on

more work – finance and accounting

revenues, several US newspapers have

information can include personal data

closed their web access to EU residents.

such as bank records and credit card

They were simply not ready for the new

information. Deloitte notes: ‘GDPR

rules, despite a two-year heads-up.

requires that organisations monitor

Indeed, according to some of the latest

the risks associated with sharing EU

research, roughly half of US companies

personal data, including mitigating

still won’t be GDPR-compliant by the

those risks through contracts and

end of the year.

security assessments.’ This is particularly

Complaints have been filed against

daunting for SMEs, which don’t have the

Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp and

added resources to take on this task.

Google by European consumer rights

As Deloitte notes: ‘Large organisations

organisation Noyb, which is arguing

can have hundreds if not thousands of

they forced users to choose between

third parties with which they share EU

agreeing new terms of service or having
their accounts deactivated, in breach
of the GDPR requirement that consent
be freely given. Noyb is led by lawyer
Max Schrems, who won the 2015 court
ruling that the Safe Harbour EU/US data
sharing agreement was invalid.
The introduction of GDPR has even
stopped some internet gadgets in the
EU from working. Companies have
updated their terms of use, which need

22

personal data. Remediating all identified

There is much at
stake. For a start,
the penalties for
non-compliance
can be as high
as 4% of global
revenue

contracts or assessing all newly identified
third parties can be a significant effort in
terms of time, resources and costs.’
Given the potential cost and risk
impact on the business, the finance
function clearly has the central role in
getting the job done.

AB

Ramona Dzinkowski, Canadian economist
and president of RND Research Group
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The view from
Vijay K R FCCA, partner, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu India,
Bengaluru, India, and explorer of lesser-known places

27%
of the IFRS

I was interested in

tax reforms in the form of

Foundation’s funding

mathematics from an early

replacing the multi-point tax

is from accountancy

age and with my fondness

system with the single-point

firms; 52% from public

for numbers and business,

system. Companies have

funding; and 21% is self-generated.

accounting was a logical

had to adapt to changes in

Source: IFRS Foundation annual

point where both of them

both corporate law as well

report 2017

coincided. I went on to

as the tax law. While change

graduate in commerce

is generally associated with

in India before pursuing chartered

risks, it also brings new opportunities

Crowe Horwath rebrands

accountancy and at the same time

for clients and increases the need for

Crowe Horwath International

enrolling for the ACCA Qualification.

professional support.

has begun a rebranding process

I work for the risk advisory practice

Being a partner in a Big Four firm

renamed Crowe Global, with its 220

in Deloitte, leading a team of

brings with it great responsibility.

member firms adopting the name

professionals who provide risk advisory

Various characteristics are fundamental

Crowe. The change was announced

services to clients in India. As a partner

to the role: high levels of integrity, an

soon after new global CEO, David

in the practice, I help my clients manage

ability to manage high-performing

Mellor, took over on 1 April. Mellor said

strategic, operational and regulatory

teams, expertise in the chosen area of

that the rebrand ‘provides the perfect

risks, and focus on capital projects.

practice, focus on risk and quality, and a

platform for our trusted professionals

deep passion to serve clients.

to continue to share knowledge and

under which the network will be

resources which are of great benefit

India is a growing economy with a fastchanging landscape that brings its own

Technology has an impact on all

to the boardroom and in the countries

challenges. There have been changes

aspects of our lives. I believe that

and markets that we service’.

in the regulatory and compliance

technology like robotics, blockchain,

landscape, such as auditor rotation,

and artificial intelligence will have a

Restructuring continues

duty to report corporate frauds, and

significant positive impact in the life

The restructuring and reorganisation

mandatory appointment of internal

of an accountant. While the fear of

of accountancy firms globally has

auditors. There have also been significant

machines taking away jobs will remain,

continued. In the US, BDO has

it will most likely increase the need for

expanded its Wisconsin practice

more qualified accountants.

through the addition of 85 staff,

Assisting clients on
large infrastructure
and housing
projects that have
an impact on
many lives gives
me immense
satisfaction

including 15 partners, from Smith &
Every client’s appreciation is a big

Gesteland. BKD, the largest US member

achievement for any professional.

firm of the Praxity network, has acquired

Assisting clients on large infrastructure

a portion of Grant Thornton’s Wichita

and housing projects that have an

audit and tax practice. In addition, BKD

impact on many lives gives me immense

has absorbed Fort Worth firm Rylander,

satisfaction and a sense of achievement.

Clay & Opitz. Meanwhile, PwC has
continued to expand its presence in

Outside of work, I enjoy going on road

China, becoming the first international

trips. I also love visiting lesser-known

professional service organisation in

places across India and indulging in

Hainan province.

local cuisines.

AB
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Out of the box in Dubai
Box-ticking and documentation will do nothing to re-establish the reputation and value
of audit, says Saad Maniar FCCA, senior partner at Crowe Global in the UAE and Oman
It was a chance encounter in 1996 with
Helen Brand, the future chief executive
of ACCA but then its head of corporate

i

Tips

to settle in London, being from a

*

‘Take your opportunities. When still

small town in India,’ he says. ‘But I

junior, I was asked to be secretary-

worked hard and my family guided and

Global in the United Arab Emirates, on

general to the board of the West

supported me.’

course for the rest of his career.

Asia and Africa region of the firm’s

He did odd jobs while waiting for a

network. It was a voluntary role but

training contract with an accountancy

graduate from India was exploring

it lifted my profile, and from that

firm, mainly because he was eager to see

options for further study when, with the

point I began to think like a partner.’

how organisations operated. ‘It taught

development, that set Saad Maniar
FCCA, senior partner with Crowe

The young chemistry and mathematics

encouragement of his uncle Khalid, an
ACCA member, he attended a careers
fair in Mumbai, where he met Brand.

me a lot about the controls in a business

*

‘Love what you do. It can’t be all

and how some people may exploit weak

about the money.’

controls,’ he says. Later, he worked for

*

‘If you don’t service a client with

a year after qualifying, he moved to

integrity, the client will lose faith

Dubai on a temporary contract.

‘I talked to her and was very impressed
with the way she presented ACCA,’ he
remembers. ‘I was also very keen to
go overseas and get experience in the

small accountancy firms in the City until,

in you.’

great city of London.’

24

The experience, though, was not
entirely positive. ‘I didn’t find it easy

‘I really liked Dubai from the moment I
arrived,’ he says. ‘It has so much energy
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and the people have so much motivation

Like other financial centres, Dubai

i

CV

to constantly do more.’ Soon, he was

felt the impact of the global financial

appointed an auditor with a Crowe

crisis, and Maniar is concerned that this,

legacy firm in UAE where he is now senior

along with failed businesses, has eroded

2014–present

partner and a member of the board.

auditors’ relationship with stakeholders.

Senior partner and board member,

‘Generally, the perception of the auditing

Crowe Global, UAE and Oman

Set up in 1981 as a sole practice, the
firm now has 16 partners and 250 staff

profession is not good,’ he says. ‘The

in UAE. Part of Crowe Global since

problem is that businesses have become

1999–2014

2007, it is the sixth largest auditing firm

so big and complex that no one person

Joined Crowe Global, UAE, becoming

in the UAE (as ranked by International

can fully understand the complete

audit manager in 2005, director in

Accounting Bulletin) and seventh largest

business. A lot is expected of auditors.’

2006, and then lead partner for the

in the Middle East. Maniar has led its

financial services practice in 2008

practice within Dubai International

The value of judgment

Financial Centre (DIFC) since 2008.

He fears that unless auditors have

1999		

freedom to exercise their professional

Qualified as ACCA affiliate after

practice. Following the formation in

judgment beyond the boundaries of

studying in London

2004 of the DIFC independent free-zone

ISAs, the perceived value of audit will

(allowing companies 100% ownership

decline. ‘Auditors must comply with a

of a UAE business without the need

long list of requirements, but should also

HB International Education, it has

for a local partner), Crowe Global in

be able to practise with integrity and

expanded rapidly in India.

the UAE set up a team to service its

responsibility,’ he says. ‘Independence

He often speaks at colleges and

financial services clients and moved into

is very important to an audit, and there

universities across India, and mentors

the centre soon after. More than 1,800

are strict standards around it. On the

and encourages students to study

companies are now registered at DIFC,

other hand, a degree of professional

professional qualifications such as

which has a common-law framework

closeness can greatly enhance audit

ACCA. He also sponsors needy

distinct from the UAE legal system and

quality. Auditors should be able to

students. ‘My passion is to give

an independent regulator.

exercise professional judgment, rather

something back,’ he says.

He focuses mainly on financial services

than ticking a box and supporting it

Crowe Global in the UAE trains

Going global

with documentary evidence just to save

between 10 and 12 young accountants

Maniar’s area of expertise is the

themselves in the event of failure.

a year, and most of its professional staff

interpretation and practical application

‘Standard-setters and regulators

are ACCA-qualified. ‘We don’t have any

of IFRS Standards. He also guides the

should encourage the out-of-the-box

problems finding good-quality trainees,’

governance, risk and compliance practice

thinking that allows auditors to add

Maniar says. ‘Dubai is an attractive place

for Crowe Global in the Middle East.

value to their work and enhances trust

to work.’

‘DIFC adopted IFRS, as it has never

and confidence in the profession,’ he

He is also very much involved

had any local standards,’ he says. ‘The

adds. ‘I believe the trust and confidence

with ACCA. He is vice-chair of the

biggest driver in the Middle East in

in audit will grow in the future.’

members’ advisory committee in

terms of IFRS compliance has been

Throughout his career, Maniar has

the UAE, and a past member of the

the banks and other lenders, because

been eager to encourage and support

International Assembly, which gives a

they demand IFRS-compliant financial

young accountants. Soon after arriving

voice to members across the world.

statements. There is concern, though,

in Dubai he began lecturing part-

The qualification has served him

about the big nations that have not

time at the first institution to provide

well, he says, and he is keen to show

fully implemented IFRS – that damages

accountancy training in the UAE, and

the benefits it can bring. ‘The ACCA

the confidence that investors have

encouraged Crowe to help shape its

Qualification is so important because

in financial statements – and the fact

future. In 2014, he launched an ACCA

it is truly global but also well rounded,’

that IFRS for SMEs has not yet been

training academy in Mumbai with the

he says. ‘It encourages you to be an all-

accepted within our region. If it were

intention of introducing the ACCA

round business professional.’

adopted, that would greatly reduce the

Qualification to help young graduates

burden of compliance for SMEs.’

fulfil their dream. Now known as Finplan

AB

Liz Fisher, journalist
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Follow the money
Few accounting firms take proper account of the profitability of
their various service lines. It’s time to take stock, says Derek Smith

high-profile one-off assignment with a

of their profits is less clear than

fee of £50,000 – but an attainment cost

from other professional services firms

some of their clients might imagine.

of £10,000 – is heralded more loudly

– in particular, when it comes to their

Although all firms hopefully know their

than the 10-year retention of a client

relationships with clients. Lawyers tend

bottom line, perhaps surprisingly not

with a recurring and escalating fee of

to have more transaction-based than

all know what drives their profits and

£10,000, which was won with little or

relationship-based dealings with clients,

which services or clients are the real

no cost and is paid by regular direct

and often their service provision is

profit-producers.

debit. It is not uncommon for firms to

more discrete or one-off than that of

fail to recognise the lifetime value of

the accountant. By contrast, it would be

of winning, undertaking and retaining

clients or even record this invaluable

unusual for an accountant to deal with a

clients and assignments. Often, the

historic information.

client’s accounts and not deal with their

Many firms don’t know the real costs

26

Accountancy firms are different

For many accounting firms, the source
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tax, for example. This has implications

number of established firms over the

not only for structure but also for the

last 20 to 30 years.

nature of financial arrangements with

Allied to this is the area of nonchargeable activity. Clearly, working ‘on

Similarly, firms need to be careful not

the business’ is as vital as working ‘in the

clients, who, in many cases, may still

to link partner rewards too tightly to

business’; but it is equally important to

be billed on a single-fee note for a

service-line profitability if they are to

ensure that such activities are planned,

multitude of different services.

avoid the inevitable peaks and troughs

targeted, channelled and measured.

Traditionally, partners would do

that follow general economic trends –

In many cases, time that should be

everything relating to a client – be

corporate finance and insolvency, for

recorded as chargeable is recorded

it accounting, auditing, taxation or

example, can be highly cyclical.

as non-chargeable and, as a result,
any management decisions based on

general financial advice – but our world
has changed and increased complexity

Horses for courses

means this is no longer appropriate.

Another problem is failing to structure

Organisation along service lines (audit,

work and analyse data appropriately.

firms to dispose of some parts of their

tax, accountancy, company secretarial,

Firms need to take an overall view

business that they believe to be less

corporate finance, insolvency,

on performance and profitability, and

profitable than others. While this can

financial services, etc) has become

partners must avoid becoming involved

work, firms need to recognise that the

more commonplace. Even these

in work that should be handled by

more services they provide to their

structures, however, should probably be

others in terms of cost or competency,

clients, the more likely they are to be

assessments of profitability are flawed.
There is also an increasing trend for

challenged, as they fail to recognise that

viewed as a trusted adviser rather than

some businesses increasingly want –

a low-cost provider. They need also to

and need – specialist advice appropriate
to their sector.
There are still a large number of firms
that make no attempt to analyse their
profits with reference to the nature of
the work that is being undertaken, or
that make judgments based solely upon
recoveries against charge-out rates.
Even when firms attempt to assess
profitability based upon charge-out
rates, they often take no account of the

Some firms hold the
view that all work
should make the
same contribution.
This is akin to
supermarkets
abandoning
loss leaders

consider a potential acquirer down the
track, which might be reluctant to invest
in a business where it is constrained
by covenant from offering many of the
services that it provides.
In the recent past, many firms have
divested their financial services business
lines, often because it is a struggle to
find the right people to provide the
service. What a firm needs to do is
reflect on the nature of the service line
and the skills of their employees. That

cost of delays in payment or delays by

said, though, don’t assume staff with a

partners in billing for work.
or both. Many partners retain work that

tax background, say, will be able to work

view that all types of work should make

is either above or below their level of

with clients across other assignments.

the same percentage contribution to

competence. The effect is not only a

The added value that accountants can

profits. This is akin to supermarkets

reduction in potential profitability but

bring is to simplify seemingly complex

abandoning loss leaders but still

also a significant increase in risk.

issues and sell clients the solutions they

Some firms still seem to hold to the

believing they will attract the same level
of customer footfall.
A key management goal should be

need rather than what they think they

Probably the most dangerous
senior professionals are those who

want – and then use the right people to

take on client work for which they are

meet those needs.
Although Peter Drucker – the father

to ensure that the source and nature

not adequately trained. This can also

of the profits are understood and that

extend to practice tasks where partners

of modern management thinking – said

these are maximised. Without question,

undertake responsibilities for which they

the ‘concept of profit maximisation is, in

there are richer rewards in high-value,

are ill equipped. Time and again, we

fact, meaningless’, he never suggested

non-compliance work, but to seek

encounter practices where the partners

that profits should not be measured!

to undertake such work without the

responsible for such areas as appraisals,

bedrock of compliance work can be

recruitment or IT have little or no formal

Derek Smith is a senior consultant at

perilous, as shown by the demise of a

training in the area.

Foulger Underwood Associates
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The Z factor
Forget flexibility, when it comes to employment, the newest recruits to the workforce
– post-millennial Generation Z – want security, structure and to come into the office
Born after 1995, post-millennial

millennials may be prone to job-hopping,

into the office and have a structured role

Generation Z will make up roughly 24%

Gen Z is predicted to place greater value

with no distractions,’ she says.

of the global workforce by 2020 and will

on job and financial security.

up during the 2008 financial crisis and

previous generations. ‘Many believe

intergenerational consulting at

amid threats from global terrorism and

Gen Z will disrupt the workplace more

Wattleshire in Melbourne, Australia,

political uncertainty. It has made them

than millennials ever did,’ says Dean

explains that whereas Gen X-ers

more self-aware, self-reliant and driven,’

Stallard, managing director at Hays

introduced the idea of workplace

he says.

Hong Kong & South China.

flexibility (seeking time off to look after

While this suggests greater long-term

their kids), and millennials wanted to

loyalty to an employer, Riza says Gen

prosperity and opportunity; Gen Z-ers

work offsite entirely (even from a beach

Z-ers ‘take it as given’ that they can fuel

grew up during the global recession

somewhere), Gen Z-ers are scared of

their entrepreneurship ambition on the

and the slow recovery since. So while

losing their jobs. ‘They prefer to come

side. ‘They’re very open about this.’

Millennials were raised in a time of

28

Stallard agrees. ‘This group grew

Mariam Riza, vice president

bring a different set of demands from
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Perhaps self-doubt is a factor in play.

that when looking for an employer,

introduction and rise of digital

The Deloitte Millennial Survey 2018

84% prioritise potential for career

devices, instant connectivity and social

reveals many Gen Z-ers feel unprepared

progression and growth. ‘Generation Z

media; Generation Z was born into it.

for the future of work, with only three

professionals are ambitious, passionate

According to the EY survey, two-thirds

in 10 believing they have the skills to

and entrepreneurial – and they’re

believe technology will make them more

succeed in ‘industry 4.0’.

ready to work hard for employers that

productive.

Respondents to the global survey are

understand them and their values,’ says

Owning an average of five devices

looking for guidance that is far broader

Johnston (see also the article on page 18

each, and conditioned to work on

than technical knowledge. Michele

on continual learning).

multiple screens simultaneously, Gen

Parmelee, Deloitte’s global talent leader,

Z-ers are naturally attracted to practices

While clear on what they want,

says young professionals are especially

Centennial graduates are willing to be

with access to the most up-to-date

seeking help to build softer skills such

flexible. Data from Accenture shows

digital technology, says Riza.

as confidence, interpersonal skills

that most would relocate to another

and – particularly for Gen Z – ethics/

city or region for the right job and six

Different priorities

integrity aptitude. ‘In their view, though,

in 10 consider it acceptable to work on

Deloitte’s research shows that, like

businesses are not being responsive to

evenings or weekends.

millennials, Gen Z-ers are acutely

their developmental needs. Just 42%

attuned to business’s wider role in

of Gen Z respondents reported that

society and overwhelmingly feel

their employers were helping them to
understand and prepare for the changes
associated with industry 4.0.’

Money matters
Accenture’s Gen Z Rising report shows
that the ability to earn a decent living is
a top concern among Gen Z graduates:
85% would like to earn more than
£25,000 in their first job. They’re also
realistic, adds Grant Torrens, business

‘Gen Z grew up
during the financial
crisis, amid threats
from terrorism
and political
uncertainty.
It has made them
more driven’

beyond financial performance. They
believe business priorities should be
job creation, innovation, enhancing
employees’ lives and careers, and
making a positive impact on society and
the environment.
Furthermore, eFinancialCareers in Asia
finds that, along with a positive culture,
having challenging and interesting work
is vital. George McFerran, executive
vice president, product & marketing,

director of Hays Singapore, knowing that

for DHI Group, parent company of

they must find ways to finance their life
choices if salary increases remain smaller

business success should be measured

Research by Kelly Services in the Asia

eFinancialCareers, says: ‘It’s important

Pacific region revealed that Gen Z, while

for employers to communicate what

But it’s not all about the money.

still valuing permanent, full-time roles,

their organisation is doing because it

According to Accenture, 88% of Gen

is the most receptive to the so-called

matters to potential employees.’

Z-ers expect their first employer to

‘gig economy’ – a labour market trend

provide formal training too. Adam

towards temporary or contract roles,

the growing cultural differences in

Johnston, managing director for Robert

enabling companies to grow or shrink

the workplace as the age and skills

Half Hong Kong, explains that Gen Z

their workforce on an as-needed basis.

gap between various generations of

than they once were.

is used to being taught and expects

Another challenge will be managing

employees increases. The good news

‘The gig economy is becoming

to be constantly learning, putting

increasingly appealing to Gen Z workers

is that Gen Z has the most ‘inclusive

great emphasis on personal growth.

because it affords them a sense of

mindset’ of all the generations.

‘If they’re not developing their skills and

control over their careers, access to

According to the EY survey, their ability

deepening their knowledge, they won’t

stimulating work and the ability to

to work well with people from different

hesitate to look for a job that offers more

grow their networks,’ says Jessica Ang,

backgrounds and cultures is a key skill

robust development opportunities.’

regional head of corporate brands

that sets them apart from their older

management, APAC at Persolkelly.

colleagues. Interesting times ahead.

Indeed, a survey of EY Gen Z interns
at the firm’s 21st annual International
Intern Leadership Conference revealed

Gen Z-ers are also the true digital
natives. Millennials witnessed the

Peta Tomlinson, journalist
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The green spectrum
A precise definition of green investment is proving a challenge to the European
Union as it attempts to develop a green financing classification for assets

I

n the forest of green finance, a single
standard would fell all uncertainty.
That is the aspiration of the European

Commission as it lays out its plans for
a regulation that will define once and
for all what types of investments
are green, as part of its ‘Action
plan for a greener and cleaner
economy’. In May it stated that

CPD

its proposals ‘will allow the
financial sector to throw its full
weight behind the fight against
climate change’.
The initiative is significant. At
present, estimates show that global
investment classified as socially
responsible in 2016 amounted to
US$22.89 trillion of assets, a jump of 25%
over the previous two years. Of this, much is
classified as green.
It’s an impressive sum, suggesting that many
investors have already converted to socially
responsible assets, leading to a better and more
environmentally friendly society. But the figure
is by no means reliable. Many asset managers
have categorised their investments as green by
using the most superficial of criteria to screen out
a handful of sectors. Some will have adopted a
standard to define their criteria, but the standards
differ, and there is no rule to stop an organisation
inventing one of its own.
For example, the classification for the Climate
Bonds Initiative, a non-profit promoting green bonds,
excludes fossil fuels and is currently undecided about
nuclear power and carbon capture and storage. Another
classification (or taxonomy, in the jargon) created by the

30
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International Development Finance Club, a network of national

of climate friendly and environmentally friendly activities, and

and regional development banks, includes carbon capture and

between environmentally friendly and socially responsible

storage but excludes nuclear power.

investments. It is through such loopholes that irresponsible

Yet it is not just the criteria for green investing that vary.

finance escapes. A taxonomy worked out in slices (ie using

Companies measure their pollution and environmental

individual types of environmental impacts) could also drive

impacts differently too. For example, luxury goods producer

asset stranding by prioritising one type of impact over another.

Kering, owner of the Gucci brand, measures (and monetises)

But at least the process has now started in an industry where

air pollution as well as carbon emissions from its activities,

environmental accountability has been previously ignored:

whereas jeans brand Levi Strauss measures carbon emissions

the financial sector. It is attracting considerable controversy.

and climate change impacts.

Many asset managers run one or two environmental, social

In the European Union, which has one of the strictest

and governance (ESG) or pure environmental funds alongside

sustainability reporting regimes in

conventional funds, and few are

the world, both the type of impact

pure players. Intermediaries in

and how it is measured are voluntary

the financial system, such as asset

disclosures. Disclosure is mandated
through the EU’s 2014 non-financial
reporting directive, which applies
to larger corporations rather than
specifically to financial services
companies and intermediaries.

Investor-targeted
mainly at investors. It aims to shake
out and challenge poor performers.

such scrutiny because they have
traditionally focused on pension
fund owners.
But the European Commission’s
definitions will not be cast in stone.
‘The taxonomy will be widely
reviewed,’ says the spokesman.
‘We don’t need to make it
mandatory but need a clear steer on
what is sustainable and what is not.’
The classification will allow investors

But how could such a classification

to cross-reference during critical

be constructed? In one model,
policymakers draw up a list of greener industries. But difficult

financial transactions, such as when a company preparing for a

questions remain. Biomass combustion, for example, is

stock market launch issues a prospectus for an IPO.

carbon-neutral by convention, although the exact carbon

However, the regulation introducing the taxonomy is

emissions depend on the fuel used, and biomass can increase

accompanied by another rule: to bring consistency and clarity

other types of air pollution.

to how all asset managers, insurance companies, pension

These issues mainly concern the energy sector, but what

funds or investment advisers should integrate ESG factors in

about the classification of the chemicals sector, which

their investment decision-making process. Combined, the

may introduce green energy at individual plants but is

rules will stir the market in two different directions.

still responsible for other types of pollution? A European

CPD

A green classification is targeted

managers, have not been used to

Many asset
managers have
categorised their
investments as
green by using the
most superficial of
criteria to screen out
a handful of sectors

First, whatever shape it takes, the green financial

Commission spokesman says: ‘The taxonomy is unlikely to

taxonomy and disclosure standards will introduce a hierarchy

allow measurement of the performance of a company or

from brown to dark green. Second, green will probably

activity – ie whether that company is in a safely green industry.

signify higher quality, separating environmentally friendly

For that you need to go to the individual company level.’

leaders from laggards, and drawing more capital towards

One proposal is to introduce industry benchmarking

greener products. For the first time, equity owners aiming

– reviewing the averages across a sector. The European

for dark green investments will become aware of a wider

Commission spokesman says: ‘The taxonomy would define

pool to choose from.

AB

pollution benchmarks. There would be a metric, and this
metric would be for a particular industry in terms of, for
example, standard emissions for the sector. That means a
classification of the company’s economic activity and of the
investment in its economic activity.’
Other hazards exist, notably in the gaps between definitions

Elisabeth Jeffries, journalist
More information
Get CPD units by answering questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Destination Germany
TMF Group, in association with ACCA, looks at the big issues for businesses planning
to set up or expand in Germany and the tax and accounting regulations to consider

I

n economic terms, Germany is on a high. In 2017

index indicates the complexity of the business environment – it

economic growth in Germany reached 2.2%, the highest

ranks nations according to the ease with which companies can

level for six years. Unemployment is down to 3.6%, the

deal with taxes, adhere to reporting requirements, maintain

lowest level since unification in 1990.
It is no wonder that companies across Europe and the world

Complexity is an important factor for executives making

see Germany as an attractive destination. It is the fourth largest

decisions about where to invest but not necessarily the most

economy in the world in terms of nominal GDP, contributing a

important one; some of the most popular nations for business

fifth of the European Union’s GDP, and is particularly strong in

are also the most complex.

manufacturing and engineering, pharmaceuticals and energy.

32

company accounts and deal with cross-border transactions.

So, once the decision to set up operations in Germany

‘It’s difficult to estimate how many overseas companies

has been made, what do businesses need to look out for?

decide to use Germany as a primary starting platform over

Woegler says that, generally, setting up a German limited

another European country but there are lots of arguments

liability company (GmbH) is not complicated as long as you

supporting the decision to choose Germany,’ says Manfred

are already aware of the process or use a service provider

Woegler of TMF Germany’s office in Munich. ‘It is the largest

who is familiar with the necessary steps. ‘One of the main

European economy; it has a stable political and regulatory

difficulties that people face in setting up a company here is in

environment, steady growth and well-educated personnel.’

opening a bank account and the relevant know-your-customer

TMF Group’s recent Financial Complexity Index for 2018

(KYC) processes. If we see potential issues coming up, we can

certainly supports this view, ranking Germany 21st in the world

suggest workaround solutions, such as purchasing a company

for complexity from a financial compliance perspective. The

with an existing bank account.’
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Favourable tax environment
Once a company is up and running, it will find a taxation

German simplification

environment that is mostly favourable. The standard rate

TMF Group’s Financial Complexity Index (FCI) looks at the

of VAT is set at 19% and corporate income tax at 15%. A

complexities of maintaining tax and accounting compliance

‘solidarity surcharge’ (Solidaritätszuschlag) of 5.5% must also

across 94 jurisdictions worldwide. The analysis considers the

be paid by any individual person or legal entity that owes

accounting and tax rules in each jurisdiction, how relevant

income tax, capital gains tax and corporate tax in Germany.

regulations are incorporated into a business and the risks of

This was introduced post-unification in 1991 and was intended

non-compliance. The 2018 edition outlines the changes in

as a temporary measure but there are no immediate signs that

German legislation planned for this year, including:

the surcharge will be withdrawn. Trade taxes (Gewerbesteuer)

*
*

are also levied on profits at a rate set by each municipality –
the average rate is about 14% – bringing the combined tax
burden for companies to approximately 30%.

requirements of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development’s base erosion and profit shifting (BEPS)
project. The Common Reporting Standard, which allows for

by international corporations, in line with the OECD’s
unannounced inspections and field audits to address tax

produced by TMF Group and is heavily influenced by the
the world. Many nations in the index are implementing the

measures to combat the use of preferential tax regimes
BEPS project, giving tax officials the power to carry out

This year’s Financial Complexity Index is the second
global shift towards transparency and conformity across

simplifying tax legislation

fraud at checkouts

*

extending the deadline for filing tax returns by another

*

two-factor authentication and other IT and data security

two months
requirements as part of updates.

See the 2018 FCI at tmf-group.com/FCI2018

automatic exchange of information between jurisdictions by
financial institutions, is also making an impact. As a result,
compliance is very much on the agenda.

Attracting business

And this is where Germany is particularly interesting.

In terms of sourcing local talent, Woegler says the strong focus

While it ranks 21st out of the 94 countries covered by the

on education in Germany means that finding skilled people is

index, Germany – along with South Africa – is rated as the

not the biggest concern for overseas companies setting up in

most complex in terms of compliance, with a score of 80%

the country. ‘That said, the competition between companies to

compared with the global average of 61%.

bring the most qualified people on board is very high, at least

‘Germany’s market is, in principle, free but there is a lot
of government regulation and wide-ranging social welfare

in the major business centres,’ he adds.
Abdul Goffar, ACCA’s head of Western Europe, sees

programmes,’ says TMF Group’s report. ‘Add to that the

the country as a very attractive place to do business: ‘We

growing number of EU regulations and, to those outside the

have more than 600 members and around 1,000 students

bloc, Germany would seem incredibly complex.’

in Germany. With its position at the heart of the European

Woegler explains that ‘compliance’ within the context

economy and world-famous brands, it offers excellent

of the Financial Complexity Index refers mainly to cross-

opportunities for careers in business as well as a high standard

border transactions, corporate representation and data

of living and quality of life.’

storage requirements and methods. ‘In fact, there are a lot

With a population of 80 million – making it the largest

of government regulations and, when you also consider the

consumer market in Europe – and as the US’s largest European

growing number of EU regulations, Germany seems quite

trading partner, Germany’s future is looking good. And the

complex. However, this may change – there are plans in place

report is optimistic that it will continue to attract companies

for this year, or under process at the moment, to simplify tax

from across Europe and beyond. ‘We would expect Germany

legislation and extend various reporting and filing deadlines.’

to become more attractive post-Brexit,’ says Woegler,

To give an example, from 1 January this year the filing
deadlines for annual VAT returns were extended. Previously,

‘especially among English-speaking companies that might
predict trading difficulties between the UK and EU.’

AB

annual VAT returns were due by 31 May of the following year;
this has now been extended to 31 July (for 2018 VAT returns).

Liz Fisher, journalist

Content sponsored by TMF Group, which offers in-country expertise and knowledge to help
businesses expand within and beyond their home markets. tmf-group.com
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Focus pull
As CFOs, freed up by advances in technology, take on a more strategic role, so their
priorities are also shifting, according to the Economist Intelligence Unit

Risk ranking

Strategy supporters

A survey by the Economist Intelligence Unit, which

Many organisations struggle to ensure that everyone has

looks at the strategic priorities of CFOs and senior

the right information. Over 60% of finance executives say

finance professionals over the next two years, has

they do not have complete visibility over the transactions

identified business performance risk as the top

happening within their organisations. When it comes

financial threat.

to working with other departments, they said that the
management, strategy and sales functions are currently
most involved with executing corporate finance strategy.

0.2

Strategy influencers
The survey of 507 finance executives across industries
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Deploy new technology solutions
Automate/improve inefficency
Cut spending on indirect costs

located in the US, UK, France and Germany revealed a

Negotiate savings on contracts

range of factors influencing corporate finance strategies.

Better working capital controls
Reduce headcount

29.2

Competitive dynamics of my industry

25.2

Growth of my industry

24.9

Global economic situation

22.5

New technologies’ effect on my industry

21.1

Changing consumer preferences

20.5

Economic situation in organisation’s home country

tactics that their organisations are

16.2

Global political situation

using to contain costs over the

15.8

Changing regulations in business markets

next two years.

14.6

Changes in the tax code

12.2

Relationships with my vendor ecosystem

10.3

Political situation in organisation’s home country

7.7

Internal processes and culture

Reduce fraud and non-compliance
Reduce number of suppliers
Move operations to new locations
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g
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11.0
14.2

13.6
8.8

Str

les

All others

14.9
13.9

Sa

18.1
16.6

Financial reporting risk
Don’t know

21.4
22.9

21.1
20.1

27.9

Supplier risk
Enterprise risk
(eg lawsuits, databreaches)
Audit and compliance risk

17.8

22.9

27.9

25.2

Fraud risk
Macroeconomic risk
(eg interest rates, liquidity)

Much better performance relative to peers

19.3

30.0

29.9
24.6

Consumer risk

32.5
23.8

30.4

36.4
24.4

Business performance risk

In
rel vest
ati or
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s

38.3
35.9
28.8
25.0
19.3
18.3
17.6
14.6

30.4

13.2

Cost-reduction tactics
Respondents identified the

More information
Find The strategic CFO in a rapidly changing world,
produced by the Economist Intelligence Unit on behalf of
software company Coupa, at coupa.com/cfo
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Together we stand
For better or for worse, the fates of business and society are intertwined. So how can
corporate governance help achieve a positive alignment between the two?

C

an good corporate governance be the link between

of good corporate governance, ACCA sets out five areas that

achieving long-term prosperity for society and for

organisations should focus on to achieve a positive alignment:

business? It is a question that is being increasingly

1.	The relationship between companies and society

asked, whether in the boardroom, in government or across

2.. Diversity and balance

the wider community.

3. Enabling an effective board

To find the answer, stakeholders of all descriptions –
policymakers, business leaders, professional accountants,

4. Executive remuneration
5.	Gatekeepers of corporate governance.

investors, regulators – need to

The first of these tenets, the

understand the relationship between

relationship between companies

business and society, and how it can

and society, is based on the

affect long-term prosperity. Where
they are aligned, both will prosper;
where they diverge, both will suffer.
Recent corporate collapses, and
subsequent calls for a wholesale
reform of how companies are
regulated, audited and governed,
serve to underline the importance of
good governance. But will this reform
provide the necessary focus on the
long-term needs not only of business

If a business makes
a deliberate effort
to be a part of the
society in which
it operates, it will
increase its chance
of surviving and,
better still, thriving

ample evidence suggesting
that the long-term success of
business and society is often
interconnected. Take the global
financial crisis of 2007-8: the
collapse of financial institutions
led to a deep recession, which
in turn drove unemployment;
conversely, the recent explosion in
technology-backed businesses has
helped create a dynamic society,
encouraging greater information

but societal stakeholders as well?

flows, global mobility and

With this in mind, ACCA has
produced a set of corporate governance tenets, which aims
to lift the debate out of a box-ticking exercise into one where

connectivity between businesses and society.
The ACCA report says that if a business makes a deliberate

all parties can prosper in the long term. ‘While the corporate

effort to be a part of the society in which it operates, it will

governance debate has come some way over the last decades,

increase its chance of surviving and, better still, thriving. It

many still see it as a compliance exercise,’

will also be more likely to attract investment, which, for the

says Jo Iwasaki, ACCA’s head of

most part, looks for businesses that will create value on a

corporate governance. ‘However,

sustainable basis and attract the best employees.

some companies are exceeding best
practice, which, combined with a
change in public perception,
should raise standards
of practice over time.’
In its report Tenets

‘Companies need to achieve their long-term business
purpose, but this must also involve envisaging where the
society is going, and how they fit with the vision,’ says
Iwasaki. ‘Businesses also need to realise the importance of
a motivated workforce and positive relationship with their
environment in achieving that objective effectively.’
The report suggests that businesses must refresh
their value propositions, and measure progress
towards these. Simply applying the letter of the
law or sticking to the bare minimum of regulatory
requirements will not work in the long run.
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On the issue of diversity and balance, the report
emphasises how tackling the problem can help leadership
to communicate to its stakeholders the company’s culture.
By actively taking steps to address the lack of diversity
and balance, leadership can demonstrate that the
company respects its people and talent. While
it may take time for society to change, it
is important that changes are instigated
from within a company as the first step.
The third tenet, enabling an effective
board, does not just rely on getting the
composition of the board right. The
report recommends that every board
should be accountable for enabling
effective boardroom discussion, though
board chairs will play a critical role as they will
be the ones who facilitate discussion and debate
and have a substantial impact on the social and
psychological dynamics around the boardroom table.

The headline grabber
The topic more likely than any other to grab the headlines
is executive pay, where the report identifies two issues. The
first is an apparent mismatch between pay and performance,
which has been addressed in some quarters through investor
challenge. The second subtler, but arguably more powerful,
issue concerns the increasing sense of inequality. Increased
disclosure in company reports has helped bring these
concerns to light, and stakeholders, including the workforce,
are interested in the information. It is therefore not enough
for remuneration committees to regularly review whether
executive pay is structured to align with the long-term purpose
of the business; companies need to consider how employees
are rewarded and given opportunities, and if this is aligned in
a consistent, understandable way.
The final tenet addresses who should ultimately have
responsibility for corporate governance. Investors have the
ability to hold boards to account, but it is not their task alone.
Wider stakeholders grant the business a ‘social licence’, but
for these to be effective these same stakeholders need to
engage and hold business to account.
As corporate governance expert Mervyn E King says: ‘All
businesses exist in the triple context of the economy, society
and the environment. Good corporate governance is about
considering the outcomes that a business model has on its
surroundings, and the positive role that it can play in creating
the long-term health of the company.’

AB

Philip Smith, journalist
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Public approval
Young professional accountants in the public sector are an optimistic group who look to
a long-term future – but employers need to take heed of their work preferences

A

The study finds that while accountants working in the public

CCA’s ambitious Generation Next study is one of
the largest ever international surveys carried out

sector are the most optimistic of all about technological

on the work preferences and aspirations of young

change, show considerable entrepreneurial drive and believe

professional accountants. Some 19,000 ACCA members

their finance education has given them an excellent foundation

under the age of 36 in 150 countries

for their future career, they also have

took part, and the full results were

lower overall levels of job satisfaction

published in a report released in
2016, followed by four sectorspecific reports. ACCA has recently
released the last of these reports,
which focuses on more than 1,400
young accountants working in the
public sector.
As with the previous studies, this
latest not only looks at the views
of young accountants but also
what their employers need to do
to attract the talent they need to

Many young
accountants would
willingly move
into the public
sector, attracted
by the challenges
of the role, job
security and a good
work-life balance

thrive. The report, Generation Next:

than their counterparts in other
sectors – 24% were not satisfied or
not at all satisfied compared with
18% in all sectors.
One of the biggest draws of the
public sector for young finance
professionals, it seems, is the working
environment. Young accountants
want to work for organisations that
offer an excellent experience, says
the report: ‘Particularly, they are
looking for a good work-life balance,
job security and to be engaged in

managing talent in the public sector,

interesting work.’

argues that public services around the world are struggling

As part of its research ACCA held a series of roundtable

to do more with less and face many challenges, from ageing

discussions around the world. While public sector participants

populations to climate change. Meeting these challenges, it

in the roundtables felt that the comparatively lower

reasons, will be possible only if the right talent is in place.

remuneration levels offered in the sector were an issue in

Growing in attraction
The survey asked, is it becoming more attractive to work in the public sector? Globally, respondents in the public sector rated its

38

Nigeria

UK

Zambia

28%

Trinidad &
Tobago

44%

Pakistan

40%

30%
Malaysia

44%

Public
sector

45%

All sectors

42%

32%

61%

appeal more highly than those in the private sector, but there was considerable variation in country-specific responses.

Zimbabwe
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retaining top talent, the broader package – in particular, the

What employers should do

ability to offer a positive experience at work – supported their

The report argues that employers in the public sector must

ability to retain talent.

focus on attraction, development and retention in framing any

Indeed, the report suggests that many young professional

wider changes in their approach to talent management. The

accountants currently working in other sectors would willingly

survey, along with a series of global roundtables conducted

move into the public sector, attracted by the challenges of

in 2018 with public sector employers, produced a number

the role, job security and a good work-life balance. Nearly

of recommendations.

40% of those who are looking to move into the public sector

To attract talent, employers should:

currently work in the corporate sector, the study finds, with the

create clear mid-career routes into the public sector

to move, 18% in Pakistan and 17% in Zambia want to join the

*
*
*

To develop talent, employers should:

public sector, although in the UK the proportion is just 8%.

*

support cross-functional employment opportunities to

*

offer new forms of experiential learning – respondents felt

largest interest coming from small corporates, although this
varies significantly from country to country. Of those looking

Highly ambitious
What comes across clearly from the survey is that young

develop the brand of their function or team
advertise the opportunities for learning.

allow employees to develop new skills
that mentoring, job rotation and coaching were underused
by their employers

accountants working in the public sector have just as much

*

encourage secondments, eg, to the corporate sector.

Most of the public sector respondents say they want to move

To retain talent, employers should:

to a new role within two years and expect this change to come

*

stress the excellent work environment offered by the

*
*

create opportunities for new challenges in the same role

ambition as their counterparts in practice and in business.

through promotion. More than three-quarters say they want to
work in a different country or region during their career, and
a similar proportion say they want to work outside the public
sector at some point.

public sector
make clear career paths within the organisation.
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The report argues that this wish to work in other sectors
should be seen as a development opportunity rather than

Good prospects

a threat. ‘Instead of fighting this preference,’ it says, ‘public

Respondents in both public and private sector broadly agreed

sector employers should use secondments to harness it to fulfil

on the main factors attracting them to a career in finance.

43%
43%

the aspirations of their staff while also providing development

Career path clarity required
One of the biggest concerns is that the lack of a transparent
career path could be contributing to job dissatisfaction in

All sectors

30%
29%

outlook on their work.’

32%
33%

Public sector

36%
36%

return to their original role with new capabilities and a broader

38%
40%

opportunities. Many public sector accountants may then

the public sector: only 26% believe clear paths exist in their
organisation. Alex Metcalfe, head of public sector policy at
ACCA and the author of the report, points out that squeezed
public sector budgets could be putting retention of talented
staff at risk. ‘Across the sector, developing talent has been a
challenge given austerity and the tightening of government
budgets, which often hit learning and development budgets,’

Long-term
career
prospects

Opportunity
to develop
broad skill set

Skills can
be used in
many roles

Interest
in subject
matter

Prestige
of the
profession

he says. ‘The survey showed that 92% of respondents were
attracted to public sector employers that would provide the
opportunity for them to learn and develop skills. It is essential

to transform their service offerings in order to provide better

that public organisations meet this challenge.’

value for money for the public,’ the report concludes. ‘In order

The report makes a number of recommendations for
public sector employers that could help them attract and

to achieve these benefits, public sector organisations must
ensure that they have the right professionals in place.’

AB

retain good young talent (see the box on the previous page).
‘There are significant opportunities for public sector bodies

Liz Fisher, journalist

No strangers to ambition
2%

2%
Less than 1 year

9%

12%

1 year or more but less than 2
2 years or more but less than 3
3 years or more but less than 5

33%

More than 5 years

19%

21%

36%

When asked how quickly
they would like to move on
to their next role, public
sector respondents were
slightly ‘stickier’ than their

32%

34%

peers in the private sector,
although 65% still wanted
to move on within two years
(compared with 70% in the

Public sector

40

All sectors

private sector).
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The economics of the hajj
The annual pilgrimage of Muslims to Mecca is a massive logistical challenge for Saudi
Arabia, which has been making significant investment in infrastructure

T

he hajj pilgrimage to Mecca is one of the five pillars
of Islam, a religious duty every Muslim is expected

Over two million hajjis visited the Great Mosque of
Mecca in 2017.

to make once in their lifetime if they can afford it and

are healthy enough. But with a worldwide Muslim population

‘It is a staggering operation if you think about the number

of 1.7 billion and the hajj taking place over just five days

of people that arrive over a very short period of time,’ says

every year, the event is a massive logistical challenge for the

Thomas Wigley, partner at law firm Trowers & Hamlins, in

Saudi Arabian government and the tour operators, hospitality

Oman. ‘It is hugely difficult to manage.’

service providers and retailers who make it happen.
In 2017, around 2.4 million Muslims descended on Mecca,

The pilgrimage is performed from the 8th to the 12th of
the last month of the Islamic lunar calendar (Dhu al-Hijjah)

the holiest city in Islam, for the hajj. Of these, some 1.8 million

and coincides with the holiday of Eid al-Adha, which follows

came from outside Saudi Arabia, according to the kingdom’s

Ramadan, the month of fasting. This year it starts on 19 August.

General Authority for Statistics.

Pilgrims (or hajjis, as they are called) usually arrive several days
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Hajjis around the crystal dome containing the footprint of
the prophet Ibrahim.
in advance and often stay on for a week or more, generating

Pilgrim quotas

around US$8bn in revenues and making the hajj Saudi Arabia’s

Government policy changes on pilgrimage quotas have added

second largest income earner after hydrocarbons.

to the difficulty of estimating average annual revenue for the

‘The hajj industry is probably one of Saudi Arabia’s most

but it could be much more than that,’ says Mohsin Tutla,

and Medina, and the wider hajj logistical train,’ says Theodore

chairman of Hajj People, which organises the annual World

Karasik, a senior adviser to Gulf State Analytics, a Washington

Hajj and Umrah Convention (WHUC) in London.

DC-based consultancy.

In 2013, Saudi Arabia reduced pilgrimage visa quotas by

Mecca also hosts umrah – the non-obligatory pilgrimage

20% to accommodate ongoing infrastructure works in Mecca,

that can be performed at any time of year. Umrah attracted

restoring the numbers in 2017 when much of the construction

eight million pilgrims in 2017 and generated a further

work was coming to an end. ‘With a drop in visas [issued],

US$4bn for Saudi Arabia. Under its Vision 2030 strategy, the

hotel prices dropped, but while the number of pilgrims from

government plans to attract 30 million a year for umrah.

Muslim-minority countries went down, demand for five-star

According to the Mecca Chamber of Commerce and

hotels went up, which is baffling,’ comments Tutla.

Industry, 25%–30% of the private sector’s income in the region

Hajj packages vary by country. In the UK they average

around Mecca and Medina depends on pilgrimage. However,

around £4,750 whereas for umrah the equivalent figure is

there is little broader data or research on the economic impact

£1,050. The average profitability for operators is £100 to £200

of the hajj as a whole. ‘It is difficult to work out the economic

per pilgrim, according to Tutla.

impact [of the hajj] as it is so all-encompassing, touching on

42

kingdom from pilgrimage. ‘In total it is estimated at US$16bn,

valuable treasures due to the money it generates for Mecca

Saudi Arabia sets so-called hajj quotas on the basis of

almost every aspect of the economy – not just Mecca and

an international Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC)

Medina, but all of Saudi Arabia,’ says Wigley. The hajj also

agreement, allowing 1,000 pilgrims per million of the total

has a spillover effect throughout the Middle East, for aviation

Muslim population in each sending country, although

services in particular.

Saudi Arabia is flexible over the caps. According to Seán
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McLoughlin, senior lecturer in religion, anthropology and
Islam at the University of Leeds in the UK, 75% of non-Saudi

Mecca makeover for Islamic tourism

hajj pilgrims come from eight countries: Indonesia, Pakistan,

Massive investment in infrastructure is needed to match the

Bangladesh, Iran, Egypt, Nigeria, Turkey (all with Muslim-

huge growth in pilgrimage – between 1950 and 2017, the

majority populations) and India. Quotas in Muslim-minority

number of pilgrims circling the Kaaba shot up from 50,000

countries are disproportionately higher, although Muslims in

to 7.5 million. It is largely financed by PIF, the country’s main

the West typically have higher disposable incomes than those

sovereign wealth fund, which has about US$230bn of assets.

in poorer countries, and so can make the most of the visas

The developments have transformed Mecca in a decade

available. Around 25,000 British Muslims go on the hajj every

from a dusty desert town to a city with an imposing array of

year, according to McLoughlin; in 2017, 221,000 journeyed

skyscrapers, shopping malls and luxury hotels.

from Indonesia and 179,000 from Pakistan, while the largest

PIF is currently funding the construction of scores of new

contingents from Africa came from Egypt (108,000) and

hotels near the Grand Mosque in Mecca (the US$3.5bn Abraj

Nigeria (79,000), according to ilmfeed.com.

Kudai hotel complex alone, a ring of a dozen 45-storey towers,
will add 10,000 bedrooms), and plans to add 80,000 hotel

Hajj investment funds
‘Muslims in the West are privileged as they can go on
demand,’ he says, unlike in poorer countries, such as

rooms near the Prophet’s Mosque in Medina.
Logistics investments under way for Mecca include a railway,
a metro, and parking for 18,000 buses to transport pilgrims.

Indonesia, home to more than 220 million Muslims. Indonesia
is one of the Muslim-majority countries where a government
agency (BPKH – the Haj Fund Management Agency) handles

of Akbar Hajj Group Bangladesh fled the country after

hajj pilgrimages by holding deposits on behalf of future

being accused of embezzling 500 million taka (US$5.9m) from

pilgrims (who may wait 30 years or more for a hajj visa). The

2,000 pilgrims.

deposits are held in a fund used to help subsidise poorer

‘The Ministry of Hajj is developing due diligence, as they

pilgrims. Set up in 1963, Malaysia’s equivalent, Tabung Haji

are creating e-systems where all companies have to upload

(the Pilgrims Fund), had assets of 73 billion ringgit (US$18.3bn)

packages to its system. This increases oversight of companies,

under management in 2017.

so they are cleaning it up,’ says Tutla.

‘Every country has a different way of splitting visa
allocations,’ says Tutla. He adds that only 10% of visas

Future projections

allocated to Indonesia go to the private sector – about 20,000,

According to the national real estate committee at the Council

while 200,000 go to BPKH, so wealthy pilgrims use the private

of Saudi Chambers, the hajj and umrah are expected to

allocations. Pakistan has a 50/50 private/public split, while in

generate US$150bn of income in the country over the next five

Bangladesh it is 90% private. In Muslim-minority countries hajj

years, creating a further 100,000 permanent hajj-related jobs.

tours are organised solely by the private sector.

The kingdom also plans to set up specialised research centres

There has been a drive to professionalise the hajj over the
past decade, says McLoughlin. ‘Hajj used to be very much

to develop a hajj economics index.
Given the limit on how many pilgrims can be physically

about independent travel, but since the mid-2000s pilgrims

accommodated in Saudi Arabia during hajj, umrah is expected

from the West have to go through a package tour,’ indicating

to be the focus of the promotion of tourism in the future.

greater consolidation and professionalism, he says.

‘Umrah means you can visit any time of the year, and there’s

However, there are concerns about security and regulation.

been big growth from countries with large waiting lists, so hajj

The Ministry of Hajj and Umrah regulates the pilgrimage

agencies have been trying to push people towards umrah,’

sector, acting in coordination with the Ministry of Interior

says McLoughlin.

and Public Prosecution, working via a disciplinary council.

The kingdom is also trying to encourage pilgrims to stay

In September 2017, for the first time, a handful of Saudi-

longer in the country. According to Said Ladki, interim dean

based pilgrim service providers (tawafas) were referred

at the Adnan Kassar School of Business at the Lebanese

to the council for breaching service contracts. ‘Within the

American University in Beirut, ‘Religious tourism is a

kingdom, hajj operators are under heavy scrutiny and so are

sustainable option for Saudi Arabia, but there needs to be far

behaving in an appropriate way,’ says Karasik. He adds that

more research into its impact on the economy.’

AB

hajj operators in other countries ‘are being taken to task to
ensure more accountability’. In April this year, the chairman

Paul Cochrane, journalist in Beirut
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Meaningless gestures?
Does your body language help or hinder you when pitching to clients or networking?
Our talent doctor Rob Yeung finds out whether style matters as much as substance
Do you think about your body language
at work? Consider high-stakes
opportunities, such as when you are

Perform better
Watch Dr Rob Yeung’s video on body
language at bit.ly/Y-language

networking, giving a presentation to
colleagues, pitching to clients or talking

Focusing on content

about yourself during job interviews.

In a job interview context, Radford

Listen to different alleged experts and

University researcher Keith Rasmussen,

they will give you conflicting views on

Jr found that high levels of non-verbal

the matter. So let us delve into what the

behaviour – body language – did

science has to say.

benefit candidates, but only when they

Researchers led by Xiao-Ping Chen, a

their responses. When candidates gave

of Washington, conducted a field

answers that were judged to be poor,

experiment. Chen’s team persuaded

high levels of non-verbal behaviour

real investors – including venture

resulted in even lower ratings.

CPD

capitalists and banking professionals –

44

Put another way, interviewers were

to evaluate a total of 206 individuals and

impressed by job-hunting candidates

small groups of would-be entrepreneurs

who delivered both substance and

while they pitched business plans. The

style. In contrast, candidates who lacked

aspiring entrepreneurs were judged

substance but tried to make up for it by

both in terms of their body language

adopting more vigorous body language

and the quality of their business plans.

ended up being viewed more harshly.

In terms of body language, the

These and other studies confirm

presenters were assessed on criteria

that content matters more than body

including the extent to which they

language in many interpersonal

gestured, displayed animated facial

situations. This is good news for those

expressions and moved energetically.

who may feel nervous when networking,

Presentation content was evaluated

pitching or being interviewed. What you

on criteria including whether it was

say matters more than how you say it.

thoughtful and in depth, logical and

Candidates who
lacked substance
but tried to make
up for it with
more vigorous
body language
were viewed
more harshly

also delivered good verbal content in

management professor at the University

supported by facts.
When the researchers ran a regression

I use a performance model called the
‘4Ps’ when I am coaching job hunters or
entrepreneurs and executives preparing

analysis, they not surprisingly found

to present. The first P is for preparation.

that presentation content was a

I encourage clients to write out bullet

significant determinant of investors’

points at least or, ideally, full prose for

decisions about whether to invest.

what they intend to say. Presenters

Less expectedly, body language was

don’t only need good points, stories

an insignificant factor. In other words,

and ideas to impart but also a logical,

substance and preparedness mattered.

persuasive order in which to share them.

But passion – as demonstrated by

Job hunters must think about major

gestures, animation and energetic body

achievements and how to describe

language – did not.

these succinctly yet convincingly.
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The second P is for practice: spending

Rob’s talent clinic Q&A

time rehearsing out loud. This step

Q

is about practising enough times
so that you can deliver your
presentation or interview answers

I have been in my job for nearly
three years and have asked

my line manager several times over

with only minimal reference to

the last six months about getting

your notes.

promoted. However, I have not

Only then is it time to move

received a satisfactory response. What should I do

on to the third P, for performance,

to secure this next step up?

A

which means using your
smartphone to record yourself.
At this point, you can begin to

One of the biggest factors affecting the
likelihood of being promoted is the growth of

the organisation where you work. Opportunities for promotion will be

watch your gestures and the level of

more limited in a stable organisation that is seeing relatively little growth or even

animation in your facial expressions;

stagnation. If that is the case, you may wish to consider moving into a more dynamic,

you can listen to your tone of voice and

fast-growing sector or organisation.

pacing to make sure that your manner is

You must also realise that simply doing your job well is not grounds for promotion.

sufficiently excited, passionate or stern,

Nearly all of the people around you are likely to be doing their jobs competently.

as appropriate. Even better, perform in

In order to get promoted, you must take the initiative to pursue the right sorts of

front of a friend or confidant who can

additional projects and responsibilities.

give you feedback on your demeanour.
The final P is for post-mortem, which

Begin by looking at colleagues across your organisation who are doing the kinds of
jobs that you aspire to be doing. What qualifications or skills do they have that you
currently lack? What projects are they working on that you have no or little experience

a view to improving not only your

of? Who do they deal with on a regular basis?

body language but also your content.

Then take it upon yourself to acquire those qualifications and skills. Volunteer to take

Sometimes, a speech reads well on

on additional work and join project teams that will give you the experience that you

paper but hearing it out loud, you

need. Find opportunities to gain exposure to influential people and decision-makers.

may identify clunky language or times

Look for ways to make positive changes to the organisation that will get you noticed.

when your arguments do not flow. The

The kind of people who get promoted do not wait to be told what they need to

post-mortem stage is about looking for

do. To win promotion, you must take it upon yourself to identify ways that you can

opportunities to rewrite your content so

make a bigger contribution to the team.

that it feels both authentic to you and is
more persuasive to listeners. However,

Tips for the top

remember always that style matters less

How often do you work from home, or to what extent do you allow your team to

than substance: the most entertaining

work from home? A recent study published by management researchers Timothy

body language cannot compensate for

Golden and Ravi Gajendran looked at the performance of 273 telecommuters from

poor ideas and weak arguments.

functions including marketing, programming, accounting and finance, sales and

AB

CPD

involves reviewing your videos with

engineering, as rated by their direct supervisors. The data broadly showed that
Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational

working away from the office was positively associated with

psychologist at leadership consulting

higher job performance. In particular, higher work quality

firm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk

was most noticeable among telecommuting employees

More information
Dr Rob tweets @robyeung
If you have a question for the talent
clinic, email abeditor@accaglobal.com
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd

with complex jobs that require high-level cognitive
skills, perhaps because recovery from interruptions
is longest for cognitively complex work than
simpler tasks. Of course, there are additional
benefits to telecommuting, such as enhanced
work-life balance and higher job satisfaction – but
this study suggests that job performance may also
be higher too.
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Less lean, more learn
Companies are starting to eschew the ‘lean’ ethos in favour of management theories
attuned to a knowledge-based economy, with a little help from artificial intelligence
For decades the management

costs of processes. ‘This is why time-

in the late 1980s by Rajan Suri, professor

philosophy of ‘lean’ has dominated the

driven activity-based costing [ABC]

of industrial and systems engineering

business school and the boardroom.

remains necessary even in effective

at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

Lean is the name applied to a method

implementations of lean,’ he adds.

He says lean has its limits, especially

of waste minimisation (muda, in

Those who advocate lean accounting
– the means by which the process is

a small company to the biggest car

articulated through accounting terms –

maker in the world.

are actually in favour of less accounting

Competitive Advantage of Quick

Over the years, lean seemed

engineered products.
In his book It’s About Time: The

rather than better accounting, according

Response Manufacturing, Suri identified

unassailable as a management concept.

to Kaplan. ‘Therefore, by its very

lead-time reduction as having a

After all, the logic of the reduction of

mission and focus, lean needs other and

long-term impact on every part of a

seven types of waste to improve overall

complementary management tools if

company: ‘If you squeeze time, you get

customer value – which lay at the core of

management is to have a holistic picture

improvements in all your metrics.’

the Toyota production system – seemed

Unlike other improvement methods,

incredibly simple but effective.

where variability is considered a

Lean’s related tool, six sigma, took the

negative, QRM views it as a positive.

ethos further. Six sigma – a technique,

‘If you offer lots of different products

‘Modern
companies need
to be like Roomba
autonomous
robot vacuum
cleaners and
learn not know’

for identifying and removing causes
of defects and minimising variability
in manufacturing – was taken up by
Honeywell and General Electric, and
was practised by two-thirds of the
Fortune 500 by the mid-1990s.
But now the supremacy of lean is
being challenged by new ideas that
reflect a more complex world, partly
driven by new technologies. Robert

to your customers with options and
customisation, you can organise your
company to deal with variability,’
Suri explains.
Frank Hartmann, professor of
management accounting and
management control at Rotterdam
School of Management at Erasmus
University, is not convinced that QRM is
a distinct challenger to lean. ‘The two

Kaplan, one of the world’s pre-eminent

could be reconciled if we see time as

management thinkers, believes lean

about how to design and optimise

a form of waste, so I am not sure that

is a relevant but limited concept.

processes,’ he argues.

these philosophies should be seen as

‘Companies need to be innovative

ultimately different,’ he says.

and agile, not just efficient,’ he says.

Time factor

‘And they must align activities to their

It was a different approach, that of time-

are tweaking the lean sigma approach,

strategy. Lean helps companies do

based competition, first formulated

according to Simon Scott, director

things right but does not ensure they

by George Stalk in his 1988 article

in EY’s EMEIA advisory centre, Smart

are doing the right things.’

Time – The Next Source of Competitive

Factory. He says that while lean and

Advantage, that set in train a new

six sigma are typically associated

management theory.

with green and black belts (small

Another shortcoming of lean, he
says, is that it does not address the
cost of executing processes. He says

46

for companies that make custom-

Japanese) that helped turn Toyota from

This strategy for achieving and

Now some leading manufacturers

specialist teams that come in and make

the theory helps to make processes

maintaining a sustainable competitive

improvements and then leave), many

faster, with fewer defects, and less

advantage was honed into the concept

organisations find this fails to deliver

waste, but is silent on the resource

of quick-response manufacturing (QRM)

sustainable savings.
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Referencing the
run-to-target (RTT)
manufacturing system
practised by Proctor and Gamble
(P&G), Scott says the consumer
goods giant has sought to extend
the benefits of lean and related
theories to a system that reflects
the needs of a knowledge-based
economy. ‘P&G’s integrated work
system [IWS] approach is based on
servant leadership and total employee
ownership,’ he says. ‘Many companies
are struggling to achieve profitable
growth, focusing on cost and cash,
by cutting out waste. However,

mistakes,

benefits have to be sustainable, so the

increase

employee-owned approach taken by

quality, reduce

P&G is being more widely adopted.

waste, cut costs

Companies are under pressure to

and improve service,’

improve service, reduce lead times

he says.

and cost, as well as introduce more
personalised products.’

In his forthcoming book
the AI Imperative, Kenneth
Cukier, senior digital products editor of

Learn not know

The Economist, says the management

to upload the

New digital tools encompassing big

idea of the future is what he calls ‘learn

blueprints of a

data analytics and the internet of things

not know’ (or LNK, pronounced ‘link’).

room and set the

to improve data gathering, analysis and

‘It takes as its inspiration an idea from

robot in motion. But the

sharing are also changing management

Bayesian statistics, the core of today’s

world is too complex to know

theory. ‘This allows IWS to become

machine learning,’ explains Cukier. ‘It’s

how to specify the environment

ever more granular – for example,

the idea of continuous improvement

perfectly,’ he says. ‘So it’s better

measuring and monitoring micro line

based on constant micro-tests and

to build the system as a machine-

stops, condition monitoring to avoid

course corrections to always optimise

learning algorithm, and set it in motion.

downtime, and cost and sharing of the

activities to find new and better ways to

It bumps into things, but continually

improvements,’ says Scott.

accomplish tasks.’

course-corrects to eventually vacuum
the whole surface area of the room. But

Intelligent automation is also a game-

The idea behind Bayesian statistics

changer, he adds, as it can streamline or

is that probabilities are always being

it remembers its environment too, so it

even eliminate entire processes through

updated on the basis of new information,

does better and better the more that it’s

technologies such as robotic process

says Cukier. He cites the Roomba

used. Modern companies need to be like

automation and natural language

autonomous robotic vacuum cleaner

Roombas and learn not know.’

processing tools such as chatbots. ‘This

as the best example of the approach

approach can greatly cut administrative

in practice. ‘It would be most efficient

AB

Lawrie Holmes, journalist
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Back to the future
The IASB is looking to finesse the fundamental rule of applying changes to accounting
policies retrospectively and changes to estimates prospectively, as Adam Deller explains
estimate are applied prospectively

applicable to accounting periods

expense of accountants, but hardly

from the date of the change, whereas

beginning from 1 January 2019, both

any about accounting standards – and

changes in accounting policies are

allow a choice of application.

the few that do exist are invariably

applied retrospectively. Retrospective

terrible. My personal favourite involves

application often involves restating the

rules of IAS 8, with an adjustment to

a piece of land feeling upset because

prior-year financial statements, as if the

each prior reporting period to replace

of mistreatment by its owner, which has

policy had always been in place.

a previous account treatment with the
updated requirements.

the punchline of ‘you don’t depreciate

But there is an alternative approach:

me’. It hardly ever raises a laugh –

while still applying the principles of

stunned silence or a groan of derision
are the usual reactions.
The question ‘when is an accounting
policy not an accounting policy?’ may
sound suspiciously like the start of
another poor joke. Unfortunately, it
isn’t; it is one of the issues that crops
up in considerations of how to apply
IAS 8, Accounting Policies, Changes in
Accounting Estimates and Errors.

New accounting
policies could
be applied
retrospectively,
without restating
any prior year
financials

retrospective application for the new
accounting policy, users will be allowed
to apply the standard retrospectively,
with the cumulative effect of initially
applying it recognised at the date of
initial application. This would require
no restatement of any prior-year
financial statements. Instead, the entity
would recognise the cumulative effect
of applying the new standard to the

IAS 8 is one of the oldest surviving

balance of opening retained earnings at

accounting standards currently in use,

the date of the initial application.

having first been issued in 1993 and
then revised in 2003. Its principles have

One option is to strictly follow the

When the International Accounting

There is space here for the preparer

stood for years, and continue to be

Standards Board (IASB) issues new

to apply judgment. In some cases,

relevant in the face of the new suite of

standards, it often refers to IAS 8

users may feel that the most relevant

IFRS Standards issued in recent years.

in deciding whether retrospective

information, and most faithful

Like many an accounting lecture, IAS 8

application should be required. The

representation, would be shown in a full

may not be fun, but it is useful.

recent release of IFRS 15, Revenue from

restatement of the prior-.period financial

Contracts with Customers, and the

statements for comparative purposes.

proposed release of IFRS 16, Leases,

In other cases, users may feel that this

The key principle in IAS 8 is that
any changes to an accounting
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level of restatement would provide little
relevance and would instead be content
with seeing the overall impact of the
new policy on retained earnings.
This is consistent with the approach
the IASB is taking to other projects such
as the disclosure initiative. The IASB
wants to allow preparers to exercise
judgment in decision-making, while
recognising the possible impact of this
on comparability. Offering choices of
approach in retrospective application

for depreciation, as shown in the

entity. Its decision to use the

is an attempt to hold to the principles

following three areas:

straight-line or reducing-balance

of the standard while managing the

*

The assessed useful life of an

method of depreciation is often

asset is clearly an estimate, so this

referred to as its depreciation

raises little problem for preparers.

policy. This makes sense, as it is

tension of comparability and judgment.
The retrospective change rules of
IAS 8 have often been discussed, and

the method chosen by the entity

the costs and benefits weighed up

for recording depreciation, but

when new accounting policies are

the ‘policy’ wording is misleading.

applied. A long-standing exception
when an entity chooses to apply the

CPD

The depreciation method selected

The problems
are more about
identifying
whether an item
is an accounting
estimate or an
accounting policy

to the accounting policies rule is
revaluation model for property, plant
and equipment rather than the cost
model. While this is clearly a change
in accounting policy, it is always
applied prospectively, as retrospective
application is often impracticable.

should represent an estimate of how
the benefits will be provided by the
asset. The choice of depreciation
method therefore falls into the
category of an accounting estimate,
not an accounting policy, so an
entity moving from straight-line
to reducing-balance depreciation
applies the change prospectively

Identity crisis

from the date the decision was
made, rather than applying it to

So far, so sensible, but the problems in
the application of IAS 8 are less to do

If the asset life is changed for any

with applying the standard and more

reason, then this change is applied

to do with identifying whether an item

prospectively, from the date the new

represents an accounting estimate or an

life is assessed.

accounting policy. An example of this
difficulty can be found in the accounting

50

*

previous periods or to the opening
retained earnings.

*

This potential problem deepens
when looking at where the

More contentious is the method

depreciation is charged in the

of depreciation applied by an

statement of financial performance.
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An entity that changes from

will then be defined as ‘judgments

recording depreciation in

or assumptions used in applying an

International Auditing and Assurance

cost of sales to recording it in

accounting policy when, because of

Standards Board (IAASB) is proposing

administrative expenses must

measurement uncertainty, an item

revisions to ISA 540, Auditing

apply the change retrospectively

in financial statements cannot be

Accounting Estimates and Related

because it is deemed an accounting

measured with precision’.

Disclosures. Its proposals are more

policy change (on the basis that

Alongside this discussion, the

detailed and comprehensive than the

The proposed changes include
specifically outlining that the

changes to IAS 8, but the IASB has

presentation of items).

selection of a cost formula (ie first-in

been discussing the IAS 8 changes

first-out, or weighted average cost) in

with the IAASB project team to achieve

All in the definition

relation to accounting for inventory

consistency of approach in both the

To combat these issues, the IASB is

would constitute an accounting

financial reporting and auditing worlds.

proposing adjusting the definitions of

policy. Most commenters agree

accounting estimates and policies. The

that this constitutes an accounting

In a nutshell

existing definition of an accounting

policy, but many want it put in the

The principles of IAS 8 remain robust,

policy includes five terms: principles,

illustrative examples rather than the

with common sense application at its

bases, conventions, rules and practices.

standard itself.

core. In an ever changing corporate

The IASB is now proposing that

The response to both changes

landscape it is not the principles

accounting policies are the specific

is generally positive, but many

which will be subject to change, but

principles, measurement bases and

commenters note that further

clarification on its terminology. The

practices applied by an entity.

illustrative examples would be helpful in

introduction of contemporary illustrative

determining the distinction between an

examples is surely a sensible addition

should replace the definition of a

accounting estimate and an accounting

to the standard to aid preparers and

change in accounting estimate with

policy, with some even suggesting

auditors in faithfully representing items

the definition of accounting estimates

that IAS 8 is not really understandable

in the financial statements in current

themselves. Accounting estimates

without such examples.

and comparative periods. If these are

In addition, it proposes that IAS 8

CPD

it is a fundamental change in the

not provided, the answer to ‘when is an
accounting policy not an accounting
policy?’ may remain unclear, and
unfunny, for some time to come.

AB

Adam Deller is a financial reporting
specialist and lecturer
More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Technical update
A monthly update of the latest developments in financial reporting, taxation and
legislation from around the world
European Union

Known as the blacklist, the list was

Data reporting

established in December 2017 as part of

The international Financial Stability

Fifth AML directive

ongoing efforts to prevent tax fraud and

Board (FSB) has launched a public

The European Union (EU) Council of

promote good governance worldwide.

consultation on recommendations

Ministers has approved a fifth anti-

The Caribbean island countries were

to ensure consistent national

money laundering directive (5AMLD).

removed after making commitments

data reporting on how financial

Its reforms include broadening

to remedy EU concerns. Their progress

compensation can reduce misconduct

public access to beneficial ownership

will be monitored by the working group

in financial businesses and institutions.

information so that the public can learn

responsible for the listing process.

Collecting and assessing such

the name, month and year of birth,

Seven other jurisdictions remain on the

information regularly can help firms and

country of residence and nationality of

list: American Samoa, Guam, Namibia,

supervisors maximise the effectiveness

beneficial owners, plus the nature and

Palau, Samoa, Trinidad and Tobago, and

of such payment policies, says the

extent of their beneficial interest.

the US Virgin Islands.

FSB. Find more at bit.ly/ACCA-FSArecommendations.

Also, EU member states must register
exchange services between virtual

Global tax network

currencies and fiat currencies. EU
financial intelligence units (FIUs) must

The public can
learn the name,
month and year
of birth, country
of residence and
nationality of
beneficial owners

exchange information related to money
laundering or terrorist financing. The aim
is to enhance customer due diligence
in transactions or relationships involving
high-risk third countries (as identified by
the European Commission).

Controls on cashflows

Organisations (NTO) has been
established to boost cooperation
and coordination between member
organisations. Its nine members
are the African Tax Administration
Forum (ATAF), the Association of Tax
Authorities of Islamic Countries (ATAIC),
the Commonwealth Association of

The European Parliament and EU

Tax Administrators (CATA), the Inter-

Council of Ministers have struck an

American Center of Tax Administrations
(CIAT), the Caribbean Organisation of

agreement on a new EU regulation
to increase controls on cashflows into

Regulators

Tax Administrators (COTA), the Exchange
and Research Centre for Leaders of

and out from the EU. The new law will
extend these to consignments of high-

IAASB strategy

Tax Administrations (CREDAF), the

value commodities such as gold bars

The International Auditing and

Intra-European Organisation of Tax

and pre-paid payment cards sent via

Assurance Standards Board (IAASB)

Administrations (IOTA), the Pacific Islands

freight or the post, which will need to be

has launched a survey to establish

Tax Administrators Association (PITAA),

declared if they exceed €10,000 in value.

emerging developments and

and the West African Tax Administration

More information is available at bit.ly/

trends that it should consider when

Forum (WATAF).

ACCA-EU-cash-controls.

developing its strategy for 2020–23.
Responses should be received by 24
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An International Network of Tax

National

Offshore jurisdictions off list

July 2018 and will assist the IAASB

The Bahamas and Saint Kitts and Nevis

in identifying strategic themes to

Nigerian tax amnesty

have been removed from the EU’s list of

be addressed as it develops its

A Nigerian government tax amnesty

non-cooperative tax jurisdictions.

consultation paper later in 2018.

has ended after the country’s Voluntary
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Assets and Income Declaration Scheme

seek to tax payments made by Rwandan

Peru tax information

(VAIDS) was wrapped up. It had been

residents for services performed abroad.

Peru’s National Superintendency

extended for two months in April until

of Customs and Tax Administration

30 June. The scheme allows corporate

Australian income tax

(SUNAT) is to exchange tax information

and individual taxpayers to pay federal

The Australian government has reduced

with other signatories of the multilateral

and state taxes owed for the past six

income tax in its May 2018 budget,

Convention on Mutual Administrative

years without receiving penalties or

introducing a four-year low and middle

Assistance in Tax Matters, which has

prosecution for tax evasion. Taxes

income tax offset (LMITO) – which

been promoted by the Organisation

covered include company and personal

affected taxpayers will receive at the

for Economic Co-operation and

income tax, petroleum profits tax,

end of the year as part of their refund

Development (OECD) to boost

capital gains tax, stamp duties and

– and increasing the top threshold for

transparency and combat cross-border

tertiary education tax.

the middle-income 32.5% tax bracket

tax evasion. It will also outlaw graft

to A$90,000 (US$67,500) from 1 July

overseas by its companies, becoming

New Rwanda tax law

2018, up from A$87,000 in 2016–17. The

a party to the OECD Convention on

Rwanda is introducing a new tax law

threshold will be increased to A$120,000

Combating Bribery of Foreign Public

(Law No. 016/2018 of 14/04/2018)

by 2022–23. In addition, from July 2024

Officials. Paraguay has also now

designed to widen the country’s tax

the government will abolish the 37% tax

signed the Convention on Mutual

base so that certain business activities

bracket, replacing it with a flat tax rate

Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters,

generate tax liabilities rather than being

of 32.5% for everyone earning between

becoming the 119th jurisdiction to join.

tax write-offs. In future, for instance, the

A$41,000 and A$200,000. It also plans

For more information see bit.ly/ACCA-

government will tax the sale, lease and

to ban cash payments to businesses for

OECD-convention.

transfer of business assets that may have

goods and services exceeding A$10,000

been untaxed in the past. It will also

(US$7,500) from 1 July 2019.
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Sorry start for India GST
Heralded as a coherent sales tax for all India that would sweep away the complexity of
the country’s manifold tax regimes, GST’s implementation has been roundly criticised
Designed to overhaul, modernise and

shoes costing 500 rupees (US$7.48) or

established economies around the

harmonise India’s system of indirect

less attract a 5% rate. The intention is to

world. ‘The European Union has a highly

taxation, the country’s new goods

protect poorer citizens in a country that

sophisticated VAT system, which India

and services tax (GST) has attracted

still suffers from serious poverty, but the

should consider in depth, as it would

bitter criticism from businesses over

disparity complicates what is already a

give many pointers as to how best

a chaotic and haphazard introduction

complex system.

to undertake any future changes and

and implementation.
Mahadevan Subra Mani, senior

The PwC report describes India’s
approach to determining tax rates

he suggests.

director at Deloitte India in Mumbai,

as ‘unique’. Unique it certainly is, but

says that since GST’s formal launch in

not necessarily in a wholly positive

Refund delays

July last year, the government has made

way. ‘Effectively, in many cases, the

The government has been criticised

successive changes to several elements.

government has chosen to levy the tax

for delays in granting tax refunds for

‘Businesses have found it difficult to

on the basis of the [wealth] status of

exporters. Under the previous national

keep pace,’ he says.

the buyer, instead of the product itself,

and state sales tax system, exporters

and this has resulted in a great deal of

could import components required for

complexity,’ the report declares.

finished products without paying duty.

In the six months immediately after
the introduction of the tax, for example,

And in certain cases, rates vary

Now they have to pay GST on imported

return filing procedures were amended,

according to whether goods are

parts, just as if they had bought them in

and extensive adjustments have been

sold in the traditional way or online –

India – although they can subsequently

made to the initial GST rates, causing

something that does not happen in

claim a refund of the GST paid.

huge disruption for businesses.

other countries, according to the PwC

the compliance framework and tax

‘Government promised that refunds

report. For instance, goods procured

would be paid within 30 days, but six

reduced from 28% to 18%, or from 18%

through e-commerce require additional

to nine months later refunds have still

to 12% or even 5%,’ Mani points out.

administrative steps for GST returns.

not been received,’ says Hinesh Doshi,

‘For several products, the rate was

For example, in November the rate

Chas Roy-Chowdhury, ACCA’s

of GST levied on chocolate, shampoo

head of taxation, says India could

and mattresses was cut from 28% to

learn some valuable lessons from

18%, while the rate on boiled sweets

the GST implementations of more

vice president of the Chamber of Tax
Consultants in Mumbai.
Doshi is frustrated at the
documentation and administrative effort

fell from 18% to 12%. In response, says

needed ‘to get your own money back’,

Mani, ‘businesses had to make sudden

and says that even small mistakes in

changes in product pricing’.

filing can hold up refunds. He adds that

A PwC report released in February,
entitled Over 200 days of GST: the
road ahead, notes a further complexity:
products classified in one way for
import tariffs are classified differently
for GST. Take footwear. For tariff import
purposes, a pair of shoes attracts the
same rate of duty regardless of its
selling price; but for GST, while footwear

54

deal with anomalies and complexities,’

‘Government
promised that
refunds would
be paid within
30 days, but they
have still not
been received’

problems with the GST network server
installed to handle returns have pushed
accounting and book-keeping hours
above the initial estimates. ‘We had
budgeted our costs based on certain
man-hours required for the task, but the
server is so slow it takes three times the
expected man-hours,’ he says.
Dharmesh Panchal, a partner at PwC

at the upper end of the price range

India, says there were challenges from

attracts a GST rate of 18%, cheaper

the outset. When the first GST returns
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Different rates of GST for shoes,
focused on the buyer rather than
the product, add to the complexity
According to the PwC report,

were due in August, the system crashed

enterprise resource planning systems

under the weight of filings. However,

hosted outside India faced problems

though, this measure has the serious

he says the government’s GST Council

with getting data for GST compliance,

drawback of undermining one of the

responded quickly with a revised

Panchal adds.

main goals of the GST: to remove trade

compliance process and the network

For accountancy firms, the advent

barriers between states. The scale of

of GST brought an initial surge in

last-minute challenges faced by GST

consulting business. But, according

payers in generating documents for

to find that, import refunds aside, the

to PS Kumar Brahmayya, a partner at

presentation at state borders also

authorities have been tolerant of filing

Chennai-based firm Brahmayya & Co,

led the government to defer e-way’s

problems and delays. ‘Throughout the

consulting opportunities for routine

planned introduction on 1 February,

turbulent year of GST implementation

GST education will be scarce by next

although some states went ahead

and introduction, tax authorities have

year as in-house knowledge should be

anyway, spawning divergent practices

been quite cooperative,’ says Mani.

widespread by then.

across India and a temporary weakening

has since stabilised.
Indian businesses have been relieved

‘Their approach towards businesses has
been favourable and positive.’
However, even these good intentions
have caused additional problems. In

Meanwhile, Panchal says GST has not
prompted a surge of price-hikes, and

of the national integrity of GST.
In the medium term, the Indian

inflation remains under control – just

government plans to expand GST to

above 5% this year so far.

cover products such as electricity, real
estate and petroleum products. It might

an attempt to simplify the process, the
government reduced the frequency of

Revenue disappointment

be advised to hold off on doing so until

GST return filings from three per month

However, revenue collection has not

the current implementation issues have

to one, but this resulted in a change in

matched expectation, prompting

been resolved. Overall, though, Mani is

file formats. ‘It forced the companies

another initiative to counter tax evasion.

optimistic. ‘The new measures will take

to make major software changes,’ says

Government is now rolling out an e-way

some time to settle down but ultimately

Mani. ‘Companies that had standalone

bill system that tracks goods moved

GST will throw up tangible benefits for

software were not as badly affected, but

between India’s states and analyses the

the economy,’ he says.

those with enterprise resource planning-

resulting data to establish where more

based software had to spend more

goods have been moved than declared

Raghavendra Verma, journalist in

time.’ Multinationals with cloud-based

through the GST system.

New Delhi
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Accounting for cryptos
Fair value, inventory or intangible asset? Gary Berchowitz gives his view on how the
profession should account for holdings of bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies
Let’s start by defining cryptocurrency.
Apart from being everyone’s latest and
greatest way to get rich quickly, it is
actually intended to be a medium of

Watch n learn
View Gary Berchowitz’s video on
accounting for cryptocurrencies at
bit.ly/video-gary

investment or be able to transact in
exchange for other goods and services.
However, our good old bricks-andmortar accounting rules haven’t quite
moved with the times.

exchange, like the US dollar. And like
the US dollar, cryptocurrency has no

funkier cryptocurrencies are emerging,

intrinsic value – it is not redeemable

such as ether, ripple and litecoin (I’m

accounted for as either inventory or an

for another commodity, such as gold.

just waiting for IFRScoin to appear and

intangible asset. The logic for this view

However, unlike the greenback,

then I’m investing). To be fair, though,

is as follows: in order for accountants

cryptocurrency has no physical form, is

many of these new cryptocurrencies

to be able to measure a cryptocurrency

not legal tender in many jurisdictions

have additional or improved features

and is not currently backed by

over bitcoin – for example, they have

any government or legal entity. In

faster processing times for payments

addition, cryptocurrency supply is not

made in the cryptocurrency.

I think cryptocurrencies need to be

CPD

determined by a central bank, and
all transactions are performed and

Where the accounting starts

validated by the users of the system

The speed, ease and cost savings

without an intermediary (such as a

associated with this type of currency

bank) facilitating these functions.

mean that it has the potential to

The term cryptocurrency is

payments. Although the function of a

technology is based on public-key

cyptocurrency is to improve the ability

cryptography. For those without a PhD

of parties to transact digitally with

in programming, this merely means that

each other, to date most investors

the communication is secure from third-

in cryptocurrencies are investing

party interference.

in them with the hope of realising

at fair value, the crypto (as I dare

capital gains. And the capital gains

to abbreviate it) needs to meet the

of cryptocurrency in existence. The

have been substantial: the value

accounting definition of a financial

most popular, bitcoin, was the first

of bitcoin increased approximately

asset. And that’s where the wheels

cryptocurrency to appear, in January

700% between January 2017 and the

fall off the fair value approach, for the

2009. After a huge amount of research

beginning of November 2017.

following reasons:

There are many different types

(OK, all I did was Google ‘who accepts

Holdings of cryptocurrencies can be

bitcoin’), it appears that bitcoin is

large and their value volatile, so users

accepted by a number of large and

of financial statements probably want

small companies, including Microsoft’s

to know about them. However, today’s

Xbox store, Expedia and Helen’s Pizza

accounting standards were not written

restaurant in New Jersey. That’s not to

with cool cryptocurrencies in mind.

say I can use it to buy groceries (yet),

Most commonsense accountants

*

cryptos are not legal tender (ie cash

*

cryptos are not cash equivalents

as defined)
because their value is exposed to
significant changes in market value

*

cryptos are not a contractual right to
receive cash or a cash equivalent.

but it does seem to be gaining traction

would agree that the best accounting

Cryptocurrencies therefore fail

as a viable medium of exchange.

for a cryptocurrency would be fair

the definition of a financial asset.

value. After all, that’s the value at

Unfortunately, we are then left with only

which investors will either realise their

two possible positions:

In addition, since the marketing
companies have got hold of this, even

56

become the popular choice for

used because the underpinning
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*

Cryptos are recognised as inventory

that cryptos are legal tender. However,

and measured at cost. Some of

the most compelling argument I’ve

those reasonable accountants

heard to try and land in a sensible place

I referred to before suggest we

is that IAS 32, Financial Instruments:

could maybe apply the commodity

Presentation, doesn’t actually define

broker-trader guidance in IAS 2,

cash – probably because, when it was

Inventories, and measure cryptos

written, everyone knew what cash was.

at fair value. Unfortunately, even

However, taking a look at paragraph

if an entity was actively trading in

AG3 of IAS 32, one might argue that, for

cryptos, I don’t think it would qualify

accounting purposes, the words ‘cash’

for the commodity broker-trader

and ‘currency’ are interchangeable.

exemption that would let it measure

*

Nor could I find any definition of

cryptos at fair value because cryptos

currency in the all-powerful IFRS book.

are not a commodity.

So again I engaged in hours of painful

If cryptos are recognised as

research (Googling the word ‘currency’).

intangible assets, the default

Following this, I think we could argue

position is to measure them at cost.

that a crypto meets the definition of

CPD

To be measured
at fair value, a
crypto must meet
the accounting
definition of a
financial asset.
And that’s where
the wheels fall off

If the cryptos are accounted for as

currency and, therefore, cash, because

that this can’t work under the current

intangible assets, an entity might be

a currency appears merely to need to

accounting requirements. But there may

able to justify there being an active

be considered a reasonable medium of

be a way of reading existing guidance

market for them, in which case the

exchange. There is at least a judgment

that would allow for at least some

cryptos could be measured at fair

to be made about whether some of

cryptos to be classified as cash and,

value. However, this still secures

the more popular cryptos are mediums

therefore, arrive at a sensible outcome.

only the runner-up prize, because

of exchange. And if we could get to

Sounds like a job for Superman, and

the movements in that fair value

cryptos as a form of cash, we could

if he’s not available, perhaps the IFRS

would be recognised through other

all breathe a collective sigh of relief

Interpretations Committee.

comprehensive income, and the

in solving at least one of the 3,245

gain would not be recycled through

outstanding questions on cryptos.

Gary Berchowitz is a partner at PwC

profit and loss when the cryptos
are realised.
A couple of people have challenged my

AB

South Africa

Cash in
Accounting for cryptos at fair value,

assertion that cryptos are not cash as

with movements reflected in profit or

defined. Some pointed out that several

loss, would provide the most useful

jurisdictions do actually acknowledge

information. There’s a strong argument

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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A nicer balance
Audit is about empathy as well as evidence, believes Mohamed Irshad FCCA, internal
audit head for the Americas at Schneider Electric in Canada and diversity champion
Diversity is a theme close to the heart

Canada (one person in Toronto and

chemistry between the two is what helps

of Mohamed Irshad FCCA, the affable

Irshad in Calgary) and the US.

me deliver a message that adds value,’

34-year-old head of global internal

he explains. ‘When you add cultural

audit for the Americas at French

and Hindi, believes that diversity in the

diversity or gender balance to this mix,

multinational Schneider Electric.

workplace is as much about adding

the benefits are exponential.’

An Indian national born and raised
in Dubai, Irshad studied in India,

58

Irshad, who speaks English, Tamil

value to work as it is about fairness.
‘We don’t, for example, like to have

Irshad speaks from experience, but
he did not always see things this way.

has lived in Paris and is now based

just external auditors or internal auditors

When he was growing up, his father

in Canada. He is part of a team that

in our team, but also someone from

worked while his mother stayed home

stretches from Singapore to Paris,

the business: he or she has seen the

and he attended an all-boys school in

spans 16 nationalities and has a

risks on the ground and can give an

Dubai and then an all-boys university in

gender balance approaching parity.

observation around what’s happening,

Chennai, in India. His first experience of

The Americas team is spread between

whereas I’m thinking financially. The

meeting strong women in the workplace
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years at PwC that he got his ACCA

Americas team out into the field, and

Qualification, burning the midnight oil

can call on 15 others from Paris and

with studies. ‘If I didn’t have a passion

Singapore. Translators are also brought

2015

for accounting and auditing, I wouldn’t

in if necessary.

Appointed head of global internal

have got where I am today,’ he says.

audit for the Americas region for

The ACCA open certification was just

a team that is gender-balanced and

Schneider Electric and based in

right for him and he commends its

culturally diverse, with people who can

Calgary, Canada

flexibility. ‘ACCA understands that

fit into the company culture and are

you have to be well rounded as an

willing to travel 50% to 60% of the time.

2012

individual, technically and soft skills-

Irshad stresses, though, that his number

Joined Schneider Electric, in Paris,

wise,’ he says.

one priority is always to hire the right

CV

It has been a challenge building up

person for the right role.

as global internal auditor

In search of soft skills

Irshad acknolwedges the strides

2008

It was this need for balance that

that have been taken in Canada in

Became ACCA member

took Irshad to energy management

addressing equality – citing for example

and automation solutions provider

Ontario’s new pay transparency

2004

Schneider Electric in Paris in 2012 as

legislation, which aims to help

Joined PwC in Dubai as assistant

global internal auditor. He was 28 years

remuneration negotiations and improve

trainee; subsequently promoted to

old, recently married, and after working

transparency in hiring processes.

assistant manager and then manager

for eight years solid without taking a

But he believes there is still room for

for the firm’s energy practice

holiday it felt like the right thing to do.

improvement in the equality stakes,

Diversity, ever present on Irshad’s radar,

especially among top management.

2004

also played a role in the decision. ‘Each

Last year, he was a guest speaker at

Graduated from an all-boys college

person I spoke to [during the selection

a panel on the topic organised by

at the University of Madras in India

process] was from a different nationality.

the Canadian Board Diversity Council

with a business degree

That was very appealing,’ he explains.

and ACCA Canada. (Irshad has also

His challenge in Paris was to move

represented ACCA Canada at the

on from financial thinking and put his

national conference of the Institute of

was when he started his first job aged

business hat on. It was a steep learning

Internal Auditors Canada, networking

21 at PwC in Dubai. ‘That was my first

curve, but after three years he was

with attendees to raise awareness of

exposure to gender diversity. I saw

promoted to head of global internal

ACCA in the marketplace.)

women who were very strong both

audit for the Americas and moved to

He believes diversity makes a

mentally and technically, and coming

Calgary in Canada where he lives with

difference in auditing as it does in

from my background I wasn’t expecting

his wife – a family doctor from South

any other sector because having both

it,’ he recalls with a smile.

Africa who he says has helped open his

men and women in a team improves

mind professionally and culturally.

performance. He says: ‘Audit is often

He oversees audits in Canada,

construed as something factual and

assistant trainee to manager. The

the US, Mexico, Costa Rica, Brazil,

evidence-based, but a lot of times it

passion and steely determination

Argentina, Peru, Colombia and Chile,

involves intuition, ‘feeling’, as well,

evident in his career and vision makes

but also in Europe, the Middle East and

which drives us to our evidence to dig

for a striking contrast with his friendly,

Africa when his expertise is needed.

up the right facts. It’s about variety.’

soft-spoken demeanour.

Understanding the different contexts in

He adapted quickly, though, putting
in 18-hour days and working up from

Irshad has come a long way since

each country is key to his role. ‘In some

graduating from an all-boys’ university.

to be an accountant and Irshad himself

countries the risk of corruption is very

In the longer term, he hopes to take

knew early on that he wanted to be a

high, so my focus is on compliance,’ he

on a role in one of Schneider Electric’s

leader – he has, he says, always been

explains. ‘Other countries are mature,

businesses, before returning to auditing

attracted to personalities who are

delivering good results, so we focus

to apply what he has learned.

technically sound as well as very good

more on effectiveness of the processes.’

leaders. It was during his formative

Irshad sends members of his five-strong

Irshad’s father always wanted his son

AB

Emilie King, journalist in Paris
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Spinning the Silk Road
Members in Sri Lanka and Pakistan have been engaging with China’s Belt and Road
initiative, while the future of talent was the subject of discussion in New York
Middle East

US

Degouve De Nuncques
present certificates.

Future talent

ESAA

Protiviti managing director

ACCA USA recently

On a recent visit to Cairo,

Andrew North also gave a

sponsored a presentation

Egypt, the ACCA Middle East

presentation on the business

on future-proofing talent

team met with the Egyptian

imperatives of digital.

with networking group

Society of Accountants &

BritishAmerican Business at

Auditors (ESAA) to discuss

EY’s Wavespace innovation

progress on their strategic

lab in New York City.
A panel explored how
work is changing, what
it means for employers
and employees, and the

Li Xiguang stressed the
importance of countries
along the proposed Belt
and Road routes joining in.

implications for attracting,
engaging and retaining key

Professor Li Xiguang

partnership agreement

CPEC and KP

signed in 2016, specifically

A conference in Peshawar,

their planned launch of an

organised by ACCA

Arabic IFRS qualification and

Pakistan, was held to raise

how best ACCA can support

awareness of the enhanced

ESAA in this initiative.

strategic role of the Khyber

Elsewhere in the Middle

Pakhtunkhwa (KP) region in
Pakistan’s economic future.

talent. The industry leaders

of Tsinghua University

East, new member events

discussed the skills needed

International Center for

were held in Qatar, Saudi

by today’s finance and

Communications Studies

Arabia and Kuwait. At the

from more than 100

accounting professionals,

spoke of ‘a road of peace

event in Qatar, held at

organisations at the event,

including the interpersonal

and prosperity, connecting

the Crowne Plaza Hotel

Imtiaz Shahid Qureshi,

skills required to succeed.

different civilisations’, and

in Doha, more than 80

minister for law in the Khyber

highlighted the importance

attendees – new members,

Pakhtunkhwa Assembly,

conversation was the need

of other countries along the

prizewinners, employers and

said: ‘The China-Pakistan

to nurture each generation’s

proposed routes joining in.

guests – saw Qatar Shell

Economic Corridor [CPEC]

Suren Rajakarier, KPMG

financial controller Lorraine

project presents a great

supporting the development

partner and vice chairman

Holleway FCCA and ACCA

opportunity for Pakistan’s

of other skills.

of the ACCA Sri Lanka

Middle East head Lindsay

young population and the

Another hot topic of

strongest skills while

Attendees also heard how

Addressing 160 attendees

members’ network, shared

organisations employing

companies plan to recruit

highlights of ACCA’s

them. The country needs

and retain individuals from

research on Belt and Road,

strategic forward-thinking,

the different generations.

and the priorities: policy

professional accountants

coordination, financial

to benefit from and sustain

integration, infrastructure,

these developments.’

Sri Lanka

unimpeded trade, and a

Belt and Road
ACCA Sri Lanka held a

60

Pakistan

Sajjeed Aslam, head of

spirit of friendship.

ACCA Pakistan, said: ‘ACCA

The panel discussion

thought-provoking event

concluded that Sri Lanka

on China’s Belt and Road

must grasp the Belt and

initiative, with a host of

Road opportunity and

experts exploring the

promote itself as a trading

implications for Sri Lanka.

hub in the Indian Ocean.

has drawn a roadmap with
key deliverables essential to
setting the country in motion
Protiviti MD Andrew North
presented on the business
imperatives of digital.

towards achieving economic
prosperity. One of the bigticket items that everyone
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From left: Sajjeed Aslam, head of ACCA Pakistan, with
Imtiaz Shahid Qureshi, minister for law in the Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa Assembly, and Afrasiab Ahsan Nawab, head
of business development – north for ACCA Pakistan.

Academy of Commerce,

in building the foundations

gave a compelling

for the accountancy

discussion on Khyber

profession in the country.

Pakhtunkhwa, while Rashid

Delegates included

Aman, senior manager for

CPA Afghanistan’s head

operations at the Small

Muhammad Zarif Ludin,

and Medium Enterprises

its quality assurance head

Development Authority

Ziaul Haq Sarwari and its

(SMEDA), covered the role

professional standards head

of SMEs in the creation of

Sanaullah Rahimi, who all

growth opportunities.

work for the Ministry of
Finance. These senior CPA

is discussing these days is

Hassan Daud Butt, project

Afghanistan

Afghanistan managers spent
time with ACCA to build

the Belt and Road initiative.

director of CPEC, shared

Sessions like these reflect

his thoughts on maximising

Capacity building

up their knowledge as they

ACCA’s commitment to

CPEC’s global impact,

ACCA recently hosted a

implement regulation and

Pakistan’s economic success.’

while Nuzhat Rauf, former

delegation of senior staff

audit oversight. As well as

president of KP Women’s

from our partner CPA

working through an in-depth

sustainable and inclusive

Chamber of Commerce,

Afghanistan – the national

case study with the ACCA

development ecosystem was

highlighted the need for

professional accountancy

team, they shadowed audit

followed by sessions where

diversity and inclusion.

organisation in the country –

quality assurance visits

keynote speakers engaged

Khwaja Awais Bilal,

at its London office. ACCA is

and attended a licensing

supporting CPA Afghanistan

disciplinary hearing.

A panel discussion on a

with the audience.

principal of Professionals

AB

Elections to Council
Members are reminded that this year’s deadline for nominating candidates
to Council, ACCA’s governing body, is 15 August
The ability to actively

Nominations for ACCA

by Council. Delivering the

members to stand for

strategy is the responsibility

participate in strategic

election to Council at

of the executive team, with

decision-making, an

ACCA’s 2018 annual general

governance of the process

understanding of good

meeting close on 15 August.

and management provided

governance, and the highest

by Council.

standard of personal and

Council and the executive
team devise ACCA’s strategy,
which is then approved

Council members do
not represent particular
geographies or functions.

Diary date

professional integrity
are essential.
More information on

They are elected by the

serving on Council and the

membership as a whole

election process is available

ACCA’S annual general

and come from all parts of

at bit.ly/ACCA-Elections.

meeting this year will be

the world and every sector

Email queries to secretariat@

held on 15 November, in

of the profession, and

accaglobal.com – please

submission of nominations

accordance with bye-law 44(a).

represent a wide range of

put ‘Council elections’ in the

is 15 August, in accordance

senior positions.

email subject line.

with bye-law 16.

The closing date for

AB
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Strength in numbers
It has taken little over a century for the ACCA membership pool to go from single
figures to 200,000, and the ensuing celebrations have struck a chord with many

some of their stories here

is a landmark event for

in 1904, it had just eight

ACCA – and one that it was

world this year. There is

founding members. Since

determined to mark and

no need to wait to see it,

then, the membership count

celebrate. The big question

though, as a digital version

members’ achievements

has risen steadily – slowly at

was, how? With members

has also been created,

and recognise that ACCA’s

first, reaching 1,000 in 1910

spread across the globe,

allowing members to seek

story has only been possible

and 25,000 in 1982.

it was important to reach

out their names and leave a

because of the imagination,

out and unite all of them in

message if they wish to.

courage and determination

Then, though, the real
growth began; membership

the celebrations.

So far, more than 88,000

(see opposite).
‘We are proud of our

of our members past and

people from 190 countries

present,’ says ACCA’s chief

in commemorating each

have visited the site, and

executive Helen Brand. ‘We

another 13 years for ACCA

and every one of those

more than 2,000 messages

want all of our members to

to reach the huge milestone

people who makes ACCA

have been left. The wall has

feel immense pride in what

of its 200,000th member in

what it is today through the

struck a particular chord with

they have achieved and to

October 2017.

construction of a huge wall

members who can also see

celebrate with them.’

of names, listing all 200,000

family members or friends on

of ACCA’s current members.

the wall, and we are sharing

reached 50,000 in 1996 and

The answer was found

100,000 in 2004. It took just

Notching up 200,000
members around the world

62

The wall is touring the

When ACCA was set up

AB

Liz Fisher, journalist
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Friends ‘proud and happy’

Africa members’ conference in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

Jennifer Hale and Janine Al Sheikh are friends who both

‘It was an honour and a privilege to be part of the first

work at Crane, a global manufacturer of engineered

200,000 members worldwide,’ says Idowu.

industrial products, based in Cwmbran, south Wales. Hale

‘It’s truly humbling,’ adds Adelaja. ‘I felt so excited

qualified in 2011 and has just reached FCCA status, while

that I didn’t quit despite all the challenges that come

Al Sheikh completed her exams in October 2017 – just as

with studying while maintaining a home and a job. That

ACCA reached its 200,000-member milestone.

moment we found and signed our names on the wall was

‘I chose the ACCA Qualification for a number of reasons,

amazing indeed.’

but mainly because it would allow me to work within
any industry in any area of the world,’ says Hale, who is
a project manager responsible for transactional process

Sisters ‘excited’

improvements. Al Sheikh, who studied for an accountancy

Le Thi Hau qualified with ACCA in 2005. ‘I was inspired

degree at Cardiff University, is a financial accountant.

to train as an accountant with ACCA by my sister, who is

‘ACCA has given me the confidence to look at any task

two years older than me, as she was already training at

and know that I can accomplish it with hard work and

that time,’ she says. ‘I’m so happy that I did, because the

commitment,’ she says.

qualification has helped me so much.’

Both of them heard about the members’ wall through

Hau trained with Grant Thornton in Vietnam, joining

an email from ACCA. ‘I instantly checked to see if my

the firm as an audit associate, and remained there once

name was on it,’ says Al Sheikh. Proud and happy, they say,

she had qualified, becoming a senior audit manager in

is the best way to describe their feelings on seeing their

2010, a director in 2012 and a partner in 2014. In 2017, she

names on the wall.

joined the office of ACCA Vietnam. Hau’s sister Luong is
now CFO of the clothing company Motives in Ho Chi Minh

Husband and wife feel ‘honoured’

City.
‘I can honestly say that the excitement we felt when

Husband and wife Ayodeji Idowu and Adebola Adelaja

we found our names on the wall was very similar to the

registered as students with ACCA on the same day and

excitement we felt when we qualified,’ says Hau. ‘We feel

qualified in Lagos, Nigeria, in 2015. ‘I decided at eight

very proud, and especially so because we can see both of

years old I wanted to be an accountant because my aunt,

our names there.’

who I admire so much, was an accountant, and numbers
came easily to me,’ says Adelaja. Both she and Idowu say
that choosing the ACCA Qualification was simple. ‘I was
looking for a professional organisation with the global
recognition that can allow me to work anywhere in the
world and in any industry I choose to,’ says Idowu.
Idowu is now group reporting manager at FMN, a major
food and agriculture group in Nigeria, while Adelaja,
who has worked for Coca-Cola HBC, is a senior strategy
specialist with dairy nutrition company FrieslandCampina
Wamco. ‘The qualification has helped me so much,’ says
Idowu. ‘I led the IFRS Standards conversion project in my
organisation because of the knowledge I gained while
qualifying, and it has also allowed me to move sectors,
from banking to fast-moving consumer goods. My training
and the qualification gave me the flexibility to fit into
both industries.’
Both Idowu and Adelaja were able to sign their names
on the physical wall of members’ names while at an ACCA

More information
ACCA is adding a new experience to its 200,000 member
milestone celebrations. We want to learn more about the
connections between our members all over the world and
need your help to find this out. All will be revealed this
month at 200k.accaglobal.com, where you can also see the
digital version of the wall and find your own name.
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Meet and greet
ACCA Malaysia gave a warm welcome to UK-based members and students, as well as
Malaysian employers, at an evening reception at The Adelphi in London
ACCA members, students
and Malaysian employers
gathered at The Adelphi,
ACCA headquarters,
recently for an evening of
celebration and networking.
Hosted by the ACCA
Malaysia team, UK-based
Malaysians were invited to
the event, ‘Jom bersantai
(Malay for ‘let’s chill’)
with ACCA’.
Edward Ling, head of
ACCA Malaysia, got the
evening’s celebrations
under way with introductions
before handing over to
ACCA chief executive Helen
Brand, who shared ACCA

Guest of honour Mei Sim Lai (front, right) met guests who
were keen to hear about her experiences in the UK.

boutique practice in 2007
after many years as a partner

news including exciting
changes to the qualifications

highlighting ACCA’s

Mei Sim Lai FCCA. Lai is

in a mid-tier firm. She is a

and ACCA’s 200,000th-

legacy of over 80 years of

the representative deputy

strong advocate of gender

member milestone. She

partnership in Malaysia.

lieutenant of HM Queen

equality and champions

thanked members and

Guest of honour was

Elizabeth II for the London

women in the workplace, for

London-based member

borough of Brent, founder

which she was awarded an

and principal of LaiPeters

OBE in 2004.

employers for their support,

& Co and chairman of the

In June, she

Mulan Foundation Network,

became the chairman

a charity that recognises

of the British Malaysian

the achievements of

Society, a bilateral

Chinese women.

friendship organisation

Lai enthralled guests

that enhances British-

with her story of how

Malaysian relations – a

she left Malaysia with a

fitting appointment for a

one-way ticket to the UK

woman whose myriad roles

to become a respected

helping others touched

professional accountant,

all who attended the

setting up her own

evening’s festivities.

AB

More information
The event was an opportunity to hear about the current
work of ACCA Malaysia.
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Read an Accounting and Business interview with Mei Sim Lai
at bit.ly/ab-my-lai
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Helen Brand talked about ACCA’s recent developments,
including the 200,000-member milestone, as well as
ACCA Malaysia’s achievements.

The event provided an opportunity for students to meet
potential employers and gain insights from members.
Alan Hatfield, ACCA’s executive director – strategy and
development, talked to students.

Angela Sam, head of learner experience at ACCA,
listened as Mei Sim Lai shared stories of her long and
varied career in the UK.
Edward Ling met representatives from
Deloitte Malaysia.

ACCA members Michael and Faridah Mulcock, with
Norlida Azmi, group chief human capital officer and Izhan
Fariz Hasanuddin, senior general manager, UEM Group.
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Partnership first
CFA Institute is the first professional investment management
body to sign a partnership deal with ACCA
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ACCA has signed a

CFA Institute’s Robert Jenkins and Paul Smith with ACCA’s
Helen Brand and Leo Lee at the signing ceremony.

three-year memorandum
of understanding with

focus on important issues

deliver public value for the

CFA Institute, a global

for both professions, such as

benefit of their employers

association of investment

ethics and professionalism,

and customers.

professionals, establishing a

CPD and thought leadership,

programme of collaboration

exploring areas of common

ACCA and CFA members

on key developments.

interest across research and

lies in their integrity, their

professional insights work.

professionalism and the

ACCA chief executive
Helen Brand and Paul

expertise that they’ve

Smith, president and

joint events and webinars,

cultivated through our

CEO of CFA Institute,

and showcase the public

rigorous qualifications and

signed the agreement,

value of both professions and

their ongoing commitment

which was witnessed by

the need for collaboration

to CPD.’

ACCA president Leo Lee

between accountants and

and Robert Jenkins, chair

financial advisers.

of CFA Institute’s board

Speaking at the signing

Smith pointed to shared
values, adding: ‘We certainly
have similarities in our

ceremony, Brand said:

missions. It makes perfect

‘ACCA and CFA Institute’s

sense that we should formally

CFA Institute the first

values align very closely. We

mark our future cooperation,

professional investment

are both working globally to

and we look forward to

management body to enter

deliver the highest ethical

partnering with ACCA as we

into a partnership with

and professional standards,

jointly work to enhance our

ACCA. The two bodies will

ensuring our members

respective professions.’

of governors.
The agreement makes
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They will also look to host

‘The tangible value of
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